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I.

COPAS ACCOUI{TING PROCEDI]RES'

A. Introduction & Pur¡rose

The operating agreement establishes the overall structure and framework for sharing
the costs of the exploration and production deal. It estabTshes who is liable for the various
operations and activities, and under what circumstances. The operating agteement also pro-
vides for the operator to pay the costs, and bill each non-operator for its proportionate share.

Operating agreements do contain some specifics on what costs can be charged to the
joint account. For exAmFle, cost issues addressed by AAPL model forms include: cost of title
work; penalty & interest on tax assessments; cost of providing certain information; cost of
turning over operatorship; cost of non-operator access to properby and records; cost of ac-
counting if a non-operator's interest is divided nrnorig four or more parties; and the cost of
taking production in-kind. The AAPL 610-1989 operating agreement also addresses the cost
of regulatory hearings (Article IV.A). However, these provisions represeat only a small frac-
tion of the costs, and ones that tend to occur infrequently. For the most part, the operating

¡ This section was authored by Karla Bower. It should be noted that there have been a number of articles
published over the years conceming COPAS and the accounting procedure forms. ,See, e.g., John E. Jolly & Jim
Bucþ 'üoint lnterest Accounting-Petroleum Industry Practice" (The Profl Dev. Inst., Denton, Tex. 1988);
John E. Jolly, 'The COPAS Accounting Procedure Demystified," 34 Racky Mt. Min: L. Inst. 21-1 (1988); Gran-
ville Dutton, 'Accounting Procedures: Contracts or Controversies," 19 Rach.y Mt. Min. L. Inst. LL7 (1974); Rus-
sell W. Hawkins, 'fire COPAS Exhibit: An Operational Perspective," L6 E. Min. L. Inst. 476 (1994); Robin
Forte; "COPAS: fips for the Non-Operator in Interpreting, Negotiating, and DrafTing,- 4l Roehy Mt. Min. L.
Inst. 2l-t (1996); J. David Heaney, 'lfhe Joint Operating Agreement, the AFE and COPAS-What They Fail to
Provide," 29 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst.743 (1983); Jolias Melton, "Cowboy COPAS: A Primer for Attorneys," pre-
sented at the 27ü Annual Ernest E. Smith Inst., Houston Tex., Mar. 30, 2001; Owen L. Anderson, "Royalty Val-
uation: Calculating Freight in a Ma¡ketable-Product Jurisdiction," 20 Energy & Min. L. Inst. S31 (1999) (this
article, while directed toward royalty issues, discusses in detail the application of COPAS principles in resolving
certain cost issues insofar as they impact royalty computatiols); John Burritt McArthur, A Twelve Step Pro-
gram for COPAS to Strengthen Oil and Gas Accounting Protections, 49 SMUL. Reu. t447 (1996).
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agreement provisions dealing with costs address wlw pays, rather than the classification of
costs as direct or overhead. Examples of these include the costs associated with non-consent
operations, abandonment and surrender liability, and occasionally the allocation of costs
between zones.

The details sulrounding the accounting are left to the accounting procedure. Specifi-
cally, the accounting procedure sets out how the operator is to be compensated for all opera-
tions and activities conducted under the agreement, aside from the exceptions in the oper-
ating agreement. It is the accounting procedure that outlines the ba-sis of dueet eharges a:rd
credits to the joint aecount, what is included in overhead and how it is to be recovered., and
the handling of materials and inventory.

B. History

Accounting procedures have been in existence for many years, evolving in the early
L960s into the model form accounting procedures developed by the Council of Petroleum
Accountants Societies, Inc. (COPAS) that are used toda¡ Other petroleum accounting or-
ganizations that have published model form accounting procedures over the years, and
their publications/dates, include the following:

Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association - 1938

Petroleum Accounting Society- Los Angeles:

PAS 1-Unknowndate

PAS-1956.

PAS-1962

Petroleum Accounting Sôciety of Oklahoma:

PASO-1949

Petroleum Accounting Society of Oklahoma - Tulsa:

PASO-T 1955

Petroleum Accounting Society - Canada/\Mestern Canada:

PASWC-1953

PASï[/C-1969

PASWC-1976

PASC-1933

PASC-1986

:. ,:/
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PASC-1988

PASC-1996

Council of Petroleum Accountants Society, Inc. (COPAS):

COPAS-1962

coPAs-1968

COPAS.1974

COPAS-1976 (Offshore)

coPAs-1984

COPAS-1986 (Offshore)

COPAS-1995

COPAS-Project Teom (1-998)

coPAS-2005

Accounting procedures have changed over the years in response to business needs as
well as a need to clarify the fo¡ms. In really old agreements, the accounting procedures
were very brief and sometimes embedded in the operating agteement. Even where the ac-
counting procedure was a separate exhibit, it was sometimes no more than two pages'long;
By contrast, the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure is 15 pages long. The growth in the ac-
counting procedure has much do with clarifying the intent'and application of the form, ra-
ther than sweeping changes in joint interest accounting practices.

Another shift in the accounting procedures is that they have become more flexible
over time to provide for automatic adjustment without having to nmend' the contracts.
Gradually, many fixed factors or percentages have been replaced with factors or percentag'
es that are adjusted by external indices/organizations. Examples of these include the em-
ployee benefits rate limitation, freight equalization threshold, interest rate on delinquent
bills, loading and unloading costs, and the overhead adjustment factor. Ttre 1995 and later
forus even anticipate that, at some point, COPAS may designate a souree for vehicle rates
other than the currently used Petroleum Motor Tbansport Association (PMTA) rates.

The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure added even more flexibility. It provided a
back-up for the interest rate on delinquent bills, and stated overhead will be adjusted using
the rate published by COPAS, without further specifi.cations on the source of that rate. The
2005 COPAS accounting procedure also tied the threshold for charging major construction
and catastrophe overhead, as well as operator authority to dispose of certain materials, to
the operator's expenditure limit, which tends to get amended from time to time.
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The changes from one model form to another and the nuances are best understood
by cor"paring corresponding provisions of each form. In that way, the user becomes more
familiar with and develops a better understanding of how the foms have evolved. Seeming-
ly minor word changes can matter, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to get into a de-
tailed discussion of these differences. An explanation of some of these changes can be found
in various COPAS publications.

C. Conflict between the Operating Agreement and Accounting Procedure

Usually the operating agreement prevails over the aecounting proeedure. Occasio-
nally, some compsnies modify the operating agreement to provide the accounting procedure
will prevail in the event of a conflict. Most agreements, however, appear to maintain the
standard industry practice of having the operating agreement prevail since it is the core
document that establishes the overall frar''ework for the deal. TIre few cost issues ad-
dressed in the operating agreement appear to reflect standard industry practice - ê.g,,
charges for title work - and are usually intentional exceptions to the general rules in the
accounting procedures. Negotiators may find it helpful to identify those conflicts, consider
the parties' intent, and moffi the operating agreement, if necessarJr, rather than si-ply
accept the proposition that the accounting procedure should prevail.

The operating agreement seldom addresses conflicts between exhibits. An example
that comes to mind is the gas balancing agreement (GBA). Many GBAs allow * oo"rpro-
duced party to charge the underproduced party reasonable marketing fees when making a
monetar¡r settlement of imbalances. Some GBAs allow. interest to be charged to the party
who was responsible for dela¡'ing monetary settlement, and may contain Àudit proviÀions.
Although there is some question about whether the accounting procedrr"e goou"rrs issues
r_elated to production volumes and proceeds, and even whether marketing fees are beyond
the scope of the agreement since the,parties'have a duty to take in kind" the parties still
may wish to address potential conflicts.

Other exhibits may also be in conflict with the accounting procedure. For example, the
insurance exhibit sometimes addresses cost issues, especially as it pertains to the cosdof self-
insurance. Ex-hibits used in some offshore agreements may also contain cost provisions. The
security interest exhibit t¡rpically provides for attorney fees, cogrt costs, and other costs ofcol-
lection' Ttre dispute resolution,exhibit addresses the cost of mediatior¡/arbitration, and the
project tenm exùribit inf,luences project team costs. Therefore, the parties may wjsh to consider
and address conflicts between *" o*î exhibits and the accounting proceduró.

D. AccountingProceduresOverview

Section I of the accounting.procedure ss¡f,nins general provisions - definitions, bill-
ing- adjustment and audit procedures. This section and the materials and inventory sec-
tions are considered boiler-plate provisions, for the most part. The crux of the accounting
procedure, and the main focus of joint interest accounting and auditing, tends to be thã
classification ofcosts as either direct charges or overhead.

The direct charges section of the COPAS accounting procedures lists only general
categories of chargeable items. It does not provide a detailed list of chargeable itãms, or

,i: '\.
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provide guidance on allocations or application of the form. For example, drilling units, com-
pressors, flowlines, and construction of well pads are not listed as chargeable costs. Yet
they are chargeable under the general categories of labor, materials, and services. It would
be virtually impossible to list each and every item or service that could be charged directly
to the joint account. Even if such a list were created, it would be too voluminous and would
quickly become out-dated as technolory, operations, and business practices change.

At the same time, the accounting procedures do not address cost allocation. Alloca-
tion of costs and liabilities among parties and operations is generally covered by the operat-
ing agreement, or in the case of wells having different ownership in different formations, a
cost allocation provision in the operating agxeement or a separate side agreement. As for
allocating costs of resources (e.g., labor, materials, and facilities) shared by multiple proper-
.fies that are governed by different operating agreements, it would be difûcult to develop a
model form with an allocation method that frts each t¡pe of facility or operation. The form
would increase in complexity and length. More importantly, it would be extremeþ burden-
some to account for a¡rd audit if each property sharing the resource called for a+ allocation
method different from the other properties using the same resource.

Because the accounting procedures define chargeable costs in general categories and
do not address allocations, joint interest accountants and auditors should have knowledge
of the operating agreement and accounting procedures, a basic understanding of the opera-
tion, and knowledge of industry guidelines. Even so, it may become necessary to make
judgment calls from time to time. For s¡nmFlê, COPAS accounting procedures allow direct
charges to the joint account for 'Material purchased or furnished by Operator for use on the
Joint Property." This could include an item such as a fire extinguisher, but to properþ ac-
count for an invoice for a fire extinguisher, the accountant or auditor would have to deter-
mine if it constituted material used in the operation of the property. If the fire extinguisher
is for a field installation, such as a compressor station or tqnk battery, it could be charged
direct to the joint account. If the fire extinguisher is used for the operator's headquarters
office, it is not chargeable (at least not under a conventional accounting procedure).

E. Changes in Business q''d fsshnologf

curred, there can be other reasons the classifrcation of costs as direct or overhead is not al-
rvays clear. Other factors that can cause ambiguity include changes in business practices
and technolory. It can become necessary to interpret the agreement in light of these
changes and make judgment calls.

One exanple of changes in business practices over the years is the way employees
are compensated. It has become coûrmon practice to compenr¿¡s srnployees through at-risk
pay, such as incentive plans, stock options, and other performance awards. It can be diffi-
cult to determine whether these various types of at-risk pay for chargeable employees fall
under the category of salaries and wages, employee benefits, or overhead. There are very
different accounting imFlications/outcomes of each of these choices.

Additional examples of changes in business practices include incentive pay and awards
for vendors; operators paFng for rig modifications that will be used on multiple properties -
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and r:ltimately owned by the rig contractor; out-sourcing; manufacturers no longer publishing
material price lists; and the Bureau of Labor Statistics revanping its wage indices that are
used to adjust overhead. Changes in business practices require interpreting the agreement and
considering the intent of the parties in Ught of these changes. Many of these issues have been
addressed by COPAS in its publications to heþ the industry understand the nature of these
changes a¡rd how they apply to the accounting procedure foms.

Yet another exomple of changes in the business environment is the provision con-
cerning the charging of abandonment and reclarnation costs. This provision first appeared
in the 1984 COPAS accounting procedure, ostensibly due to the increased focus by the in-
dustry and goverr:ment agencies on abandonment obligations. One might conclude that ab-
andonrnent and reclstt''ation costs are not chargeable under the COPAS accounting proce-
dures prior to 1984 since those forms were silent. However, when one considers that aban-
dontttent and reclatnation costs consist of items such as rig costs, materials, labor,
transportation, and senrices, it becomes clear that these costs can be charged direct under
pre-1984 forms. (There may still be some ambiguity about øåo should pay, but that is an
operating agreement matter.) Moreover, if one took the position that a t¡pe of ope røtion - jn
this case, abandonment and reclqmation - is not ehargeable because it is not listed in the
direct charges section of the older vintage accounting procedures, the next logical conclu-
sion would be that drilling, recompletion, and other t¡res of operations are not chargeable
because they are not listed as direct charges in any model form.. Obviously that is ttot th"
case, but it illustrates the process one goes through in analyzing agreements to determine
how they apply to changes in the business environrnent

Changes in technolory can also create uncertainty in application of the accounting
procedure. Technological advances have made it possible to reassign and relocate some la-
bor functions. Specifi."ily, technological advances have made it pãssible to perform some
overhead functions in the field. In the case of accounting, the function is not chargeable to
the joint, account even when moved to the field, because the accounting procedures specifi.-
cally list it as an overhead function. (However, there could be a questión about that in the
case of a contract that calls for district expense to be chargeable to the joint account, since
some districts may have included certain accounting functions.) For other overhead func-
tions, it may be less clear, since accounting procedures prior to the 2005 form are not very
specifrc on overhead functions. Detemining chargeability can be even more difficutt when
it comes to re-assigning functions that were formerþ performed. in the field., since these
functions were fomerþ perfcrmed on-site by field or technical personnel. The agreement
may require they be on-site to be chargeable. At the sarne time, these functions were not
covered by overhead when the agreement was negotiated.

Ttre proliferation of telemetry and communication devices created some ambiguity or
differences of opinion on whether these costs were chargeable to the joint account. Co--o-
nications cost was not listed in the direct charges section of the model fom accounting pro-
cedures prior to the 1976 form. One might infer from its absence in pre-1g26 model forms
that communication equipment is not chargeable to the joint account under these fonns.
But on further analysis, the 1976 and later model forms state if the cornmunication equip-
ment is owned by the operator, charges for the equipment will be nade under the provision
{ealing with equipment and facilities provided by operator. All COPAS accounting proce-
dures and their predecessors have a provision allowing direct charges for equipméot utt¿
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facilities furnished by operator, so the absence of a provision dealing specifically with com-
munications does not mean all communication costs are overhead. Even if the equipment is
not owned by the operator, it may still be charged direct under pre-1976 forms. If the com-
munication equipment is leased by the operator, it may be chargeable under the provision
concerning the cost of contract serwices, equipment and utilities furnished by third parties,
while communication equipment owned by the joint account may be chargeable under other
provisions such as labor and materials.

.,' Tedrnological advances further irnFacted joint interest accounting through the integra-
tion of systems that serve both operations a¡rd overhead functions, such as engineering a¡rd ac-

The cost of communication systems used in field operations is generally considered
chargeable to the joint account, while com:nunication systcms supporting overhead functions

:;are not e,hargeable. Interpretation and judgment is required to delineate and properþ accor¡nt
for these costs since tlre accounting procedure does not specifr how to allocate the cost of com-
munication systems that sen¡e both field operations and overhead functions. Even when s¡æ-

.tems serr¡e only field operations, they may be linked to various other properties and facilities,
making it difficult to determine what porbion is allocable to a specific property.

To provide flexibility in adapting to changes in business, tee,hnolory, regulations and
other unforeseen events, most COPAS accounting procedures have an "Other Eripenditures"
provision that allows direct e,harges to the joint account for items that are: necessary and prop-
er in the conduct ofjoint operations; for the direct benefit of the propert¡'; a¡rd which do not fall
under one of the other categories in the direct charges section, or under the overhead provision.
This provision creates some differences in interpretation. It is sometimes cited by operators to
justifr direct charges to the joint account, particularly in context of costs that did not exist or
otherwise were not anticipated when the agreement was signed, and therefore could not have
been covered by overhead. FYom the non-operators' standpoint, the operator agreed to provide
overhead services for a fee. Tlre COP^{S accounting procedures list a few of the overhead func-
tions, and then state overhead fees also cover any other labor, and the associated cost, that is
not covered by the direct charges section. Viewed in this maruter, if a clearge does not fit under
the direct charges section, it can be considered overhead, even if the overhead cost did not exist
at tJre time the agleement was negotiated, SimilarlS if overhead costs are reduced, the opera-
tor is not required to reduce the overhead rates. The agreed upon rates will "but''the overhead
functions, regardless of how those functions might change and regardless of the actual cost to
the operator.

F. Overhead Recovery

The operator may or may not recover its actual cost of providing overhead services,
, but that is ürelevant except in the context of convincing the non-operators a rate amend-
'ment is justified. The operator agreed to provide the overhead senrices for the specified
rates. The overhead rates are often influenced by the 'þoing rate" in the area, rather than
determining the rates that will allow the operator to recover its actual overhead costs with-
out gaining or losing money. Also, the rates may have been adjusted upwards or downwards
based on other concessions made by the parties to conclude the deal.

Overhead negotiations can also be influenced by the parties' perceptions. Companies
tend to view overhead rates in light of the rates they are charging or being charged under
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other agreements, or in ssmparison to their own actual cost structure. If the operator pro-
poses rates that are lower than the rates the non-operator charges on its operated proper-
ties, the non-operator is more likely to accept the proposed rates, even if they exceed the
operator's actual costs. Conversely, ifthe operator proposes rates higher than the rates the
non-operator charges on its operated properties, the non-operator is more likely to negotiate
lower rates.

At the same time, the non-operators perceive that the operator has other advantages
by virtue of its position as operator and that this value is additive to the o-verhead fees= fre
operator has more knowledge of the property, is more likely to propose operaüions, deter-
mine the t¡le of operation, and direct the t¡rpe and arnount of resources used. These deci-
sions can influence the pace of development, hydrocarbon recovery, and the overall econom-
ics of the operation. Given this perceived advantage, a non-operator may not be s¡anpathet-
ic to whether the operator is recovering its actual cost of providing overheld 

","ïïr".,:: ,,.
ilifferent perspective. It perceives itsl áverhe"J ""*i"""- such as safety, environment, engineering, and procurement practices - to be more tho-

rough and of higher quality than its competitors. These senrices, which provide value to the
joint account and mitigate potential liability, are a cost for which the operator should be
adequateþ compensated.

Another consideration is the nature ofoverhead costs. For the operator, overhead. is
largely a fixed cost. If it plugs and abandons a well, its overhead costs are not measurably
reduced. While overhead costs are very real to the operator, it may take a large reduction in
well count to measurably irnFact its overhead costs. trYom the non-operator's standpoint, if
the well is plugged and abandoned, its overhead costs go down i-"-,gdis¡sly, by a noticeable
ernount. In other words, on an individual well basis, overhead costs are more or less a fixed
cost for the operator and a variable cost for the non-operator. This dichotomy not only
makes it difficult to negotiate overhead, but can also lead to different economic evaluations
later in the life of the property.

Under some older model form agreements - some of which are still in effect - the op-
erator ïvas compensated for its overhead costs through a combination of, a warehousing fee,
administrative overhead fee, and district expense. Matty old district offices provided for a
certain level of engineering, geoscience anù administrative services. Over the years, the
property may have been operated by a number of different o¡rerators and/or the operator
has undergone a number of reorganizations. This leads to the question of what costs should
be included in district ex¡rense, which is an allocated eost to the properties, as it is difficult
to equate a district from the 1960s, or earlier era, with a modern organization. Arguably,
some' but not all, district costs now reside in a business unit, region, division or other or-
ganization unit that does not resemble the district offrce that existed when the contract was
signed. For example, district experise included some off-site technical labor, so a certain
srnount oftechnical labor could be allocated as district expense. But not all ofthe costs in
the business unit, region, division or other organization unit were included in the district.
Some of these functions may have been perforned by other groups such as field personnel,
or by ofñces that were covered by the so-called sdminigf¡¿five overhead.

.:i. 'z 
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G Sunmar5r

The accounting procedu¡e is designed to be flexible to adapt to changes in business
and operational practices, technology, and regulatory requirements over the life of the con-
tract. The coustant state of change and the form's flexibility will mean that interpretation
and judguent calls are required, which inevitably lead to differences of opinion. Any at-
temFts to clear up cu:rent issues as they arise will quickly be supplanted by new issues.
However, the forms have demonstrated their resiliency, for the most part.

Negotiators are well advised to take time to ensure the operating agreement and ac-
counting procedures are integrated to give full effect to the parties' intent. Overhead nego-
tiations, by their very nature, are contentious, but understanding general theory and indus-
tr-y g¡ridelines behind overhead recovery can be beneficial.

A COMPARISON OF KEYFEATT]RES OF TIIE
1984. 19E6 AI\D 2OO5 COPAS ACCOTNI1TING PROCEDTJRES,

A. fntroduction

COPAS has published model form accounting procedures for over forty years. These
model forms have been used, or have served as the basis for customized accounting proce-
dures, for the vast majority of domestic joint operating agreements since the early 1960s.
The COPAS accounting procedure is one of the most widely used forms in the industry. In
fact, "COPAS" is often used as a synonym for Accounting Procedures, as in "the COPAS
Exhibit" or simply "the COPAS."

COPAS approved a new model form - the COPAS 2005 Model Form Accounting Pro-
cedure - to replace the 1984 (onshore) and 1986 (offshore) Model Form accounting proce.
dures. \ilhile two other accounting procedures were published after the 1984 and 1986
forms - the 1995 and Project Team (199S) Accounting Procedures - those forms wer€ sp€-
cialiøed and not as widely used as the L984 and 1986 forms. Thus, the 2005 Model Form
accounting procedure is the first general use accounting procedure since the 1984 and 1986
foms were issued.

As a replacement to the 1984 and 1986 forms, the 2005 COPAS accounting proce-
dure can be used for either onshore or offshore shelf properties. It can also be used for
deepwater prospects, although most companies prefer to utilize a customized version of the
COPAS Project Team accounting procedure. TWhile the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure
was not specifically designed for gas plants, deepwater, or frontier areas, it can be easily
adapted to fit a wide variety of operations.

' This section was authored by l(arla Bower and first appeared as a separate article in ACCOUI{IS. June
2005: 8-13. It also appeared in Landmøn May/June 2005, Vol. 50, No. 3, p.15-21, and in R.ochy Mountøin Min-
ersJ Ls,w Foundati.on Journøl.Yol. 42, No. 2, 2005, p.42L428.



This section will review the key features and highlight the more significant changes
in the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure. The primary focus will be on 

"Èuog"s 
relative to

the 1984 and 1986 forms, since those are the forms replaced^ by the 2005 COPÃS accounting
procedure.

B. Background

The project for a new accounting procedure developed from an informal survey of
COPAS members, which indicated very few companies used the 1gg5 COPAS accounõing
proeedure, developed by COPAS as an alternative form. Some COPAS members u*p"".""ã
concern about the confusion created by having this alternative form and felt there \pas a
need to clarify and update the forns that were actually being used. Ilis feedbaek led CO-
PAS to develop the new accounting procedure.

The d¡afting team represented a cross section of the industry in tems of company
size and geographic areas, as well as included both the joint interest and audit points of
view. This diversity was viewed as critical in creating a form that was suited for a iariety of
operations, and would ensure that it would not be viewed as a form that favored operaiors
or non-operators,large companies or small ssïnFardes, or otherwise lacks balance.

_ The goal was to create aform that reflected current practices and incorporated stan-
dards from COPAS publications, and that would be widely used by the industry. The tearn
realized that for the form to gain wide spread aceeptance, it had to be corrpatible with ex-
isting accounting procedures and rninimize "exception accounting.'? A model form that re-
quires extensive changes to existing systems andþoces."", 

""p"ãiuUy 
ijto*i,,g two model

forms that have been in use for approximately 20 yL*", would not likely ,or.""ã.

Another suidins principle was to make the fom more user-friendly. The form contains
instructions that advise users where they need to 'îll in a blank" or sólect an alternative,
and points out an optional provision. The-instructions ão 

"ot 
provide theories or guidance on

these choices. However, COPAS developed a publication, MFI-51 ('.2005 COpAS accounting
procedure") to provide background infornation and explanations. Additionall¡ MFI-51 anã
the model form itself refer to sbill other COPAS publications for more information.

C. Key Features

If one were to do a line-by-line comparison of the 2005 COPAS accounting proced¡re
and its predecessors, it appears that there were extensive changes. Howeve", -*y of these
changes have little practical impact on day-to-day business sinãe they were made to clarify
the intent and application of earlier model fom accounting procedgies. In some cases, the
mortifications consisted of adding phrases or sentences from COPAS Model Form Interpre-
tations (MFIs), while in other cases entire COPAS MFIs were incorporated by reference.
Ïhe instances where COPAS MFIs were incorporated by referen." *"-* follows:

o Section II.2.A - MFI-3Z (..Chargeability of Incentive Compensation
Programs")

,i. ''"t!.. i
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o Section II.Z.F - MFI-35 (,,Charging of Tlaining Costs to the Joint Ac_
count")

¡ Section II.2.G - MFl-24("Employee Benefits Chargeable to Joint Op-
erations and Subject to percentage Limitation")

¡ Sections II.2.H & II.5 - MFI-49 ("Awards to Employees and Contrac-, tors")

' Section II-12 - MFI-44 ("Field Computer and Co'nmunication Sys-
tems")

, o Section III.1.B.(4) - MF-42 (.,Adjustment of Overhead Ratesl,)

o Sections IV.2.B.(1) and IV.2.E(1) & (Z) - MFI-Ag (.Material pricing

One new feature of the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure is to provide defaults tosimplify preparation of the form and prevent omissions. The most notable of these,defaults
are the elections where the parties must select one of alternative provisions. Ttre first para-graph of the accounting procedure provides d"t if ;ü;Jt"; f"ñ-h;;ú an atrernarive,
or seleclcgmpgtrng€]térnatives, thè parties will be deemed to have selected the frrst alter,native' Other defaults consist of dollar thresholds that establish the 

"pó"ãi*t á"tfr"*"ä
use arfitiate soods 

-a1d 
selvrces, di"poseor;;"rr;;f;;õ;lr;ö;;ånstruction over-head. (ïbese are addressed in moreietail below.)

Because the form replaces both the 1984 and 1986 Model Form Accounting proced.ures, it isdesigned to work for either onshore or offshore properties. Inclusion of offshore terms in anonshore agreement might be a bit disconcerti"g to';r*" in landlocked **;:üiÇ".[;ä;
dual nature of the form will not generate charies t" tr," ¡ãint ".."""t rä;îo"f,^il;; ;ä-shore facilities that do not proviãe u di"""t;;;fit;" t-te property. Even so, onshore userswho wish to delete any references to offshore, can easiþ- a'.åoapU"f, tfti" Uv striking the"Offshore Facilities" and "Shore Base Facilities': defrnitions in bection I.1, and deleting
these terms and/or references to offshore in the following: 

- -'- ------

. Section I.l -..On-site,, definition

. Section II.2.A.(Z) - Labor

' Section II.6.A - Equipment and. Facilities Furnished by Operator

. Section II.11 - fnsurence

o Section III.1.B.(Z).(a) - Overhead
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D. Major Changes

Joint fnterest Billings. The_forg now recognizes that joint interest billings (JIBs)
may be sent and received electronically. Each non-olerator makes its own election on elec-tronic receipt of JIBs. This election can_be changed upon B0-days notice, allowing for flex-ibility as interests are sold or transferred.

Unlike othe¡ fon1s, which required the non-operator to pay the JIB in full as ren-dered (subiect to the right to take written,exceptiooi, th" 20orc-opAs accounting proce-du¡e allows non-operators to "short-pa¡/' the JIB und.er certain circumstances. The non-operator may withhold payment if it is billed for (1) an incorrect interest, (2) an unautho_rized project, (3) a sold or transferred interest, or (4)'charges outsid.e the adjustment period.only the amount in dispute pertaining to túese criteria may be withheld, and the non-operator must present documentation to support its position. The remninder of the bill
3]:l'!" timeþ pai$.'peligeuen't pa¡ments bear interest at the prime rate published in thewall street Journal plus th¡ee percãnt, or if the w"ll str""t Joulrnatceases to be published,at the prime rate pubrished by the Federar Reserve, it,rs trrre" ;";;;"t"-

Adiustments. The 1984 and 1986 forms limit adjustments to the joint account tothe current yèar, plus thé two prior calendar years. me zôos copAs aecounting proced'reallows the operator to adjust the joint *..o,rrri un"" trtir 'tu¡rent year plus two,, period hasexpired for (1) inventory adjustment+ (2) an offsetting entry that is the result of a non-operator audit of another propert¡ (3) a government oi 
""grluiã"y ili, or (4) an adjust-ment to the working interest ownership oi participating d;;;:T¡"ã*l"ptioo to the ad-justment period is consistent with conõepts fornt¿ i' cöËÀf üiir-ïä, äî*"rr as the 1995and Project Team accounting procedures.

Audits. The audit provision (Section I.5) was extensiveþ revised. It contains d.ead_lines for issuing the audit report, u,,d fo" the operaør uia ,r.o*p"".tó" to submit restrrcnsesand rebuttals' If the operato" ftitt to meet its deadlines, it must to pay interest on any ex-ceptions that are ultimately granted. Failure of the trão-op""utor to timely respond delaysreceipt of any adjustments due it. This d.elay iott"""rruy ireates * :iìi"""st,, penalty forthe non-operator as well. In addition, if the áperato" iails to respond timeþ, its statute oflimitations defense is waived - the operator .-**ot-"i-ply wait and. run out the clock. on
lhe other hand, if the non-operator misses its deadlines, the statute of limitations waiverlapses.:so_*: gmpanies q""i"" rousher penarries, .o ui';il;äääiå (s"rtion I.5.8)was included' This- provision stipulates irtne op""uto" fails to respond after one year, unre-solved claims are deemed grantãd. If the ooo-op""rtoi i*it, to respond afber one year, unre-solved slnims are deemed to be withdrawn. t}re parties need to clieck the box or make someother notation to indicate this optional provisiäo is 

""i."ted if they want it to be part oftheir agreement.

To further the goal of timeþ aud.it resolution, the 2005 copAs accounting proced.urecontains a mediation provision. Hãwever, since many new JoAs .oot*io-Jt""rrative disputeresolution (ADR) provisions, the accounting procedrire defers io trrãaóilp"o..irio* in theJoA' If there are no ADR provisions in thelöA, the partie, *ry irruot"ìh'e me¿iation pro-vision in the accounting prãced.ure.

.,1 \

.i .i
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The audit provision recognizes the role of the lead auditor - usually the non-operator
with the largest interest - in coordinating the other non-operators' responses, but it does not
preclude a non-operator from acting on its own beha$ particularly if it does not agree with the
lead auditor's position or is concerned about the lead auditor meetingthe deadlines.

There have been questions as to whether or not the older accounting procedures
permit audits of payout accounts. The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure specifically allows
a'party subject to payout accounting to audit the records ofthe party responsible forprepar-
ing the payout statements! or a part]r furnishing information used to prepare the pavout
statements. Tltus, an operator could audit a non-operator or one noo-ope¡ator could audit
another non-operator. The audit scope can include quantities of hydrocarbons and proceeds
insofar as it pertains to the payout account, and the audit musL be cond.ucted wiihin two
years from the date the payout statement was rendered. Failure to issue payout statements
will extend the audit period. 

: _:=, .

One other change was nade to the audit provision to s¡mchronize it with the ad-
justment period in Section I.4. The time period to conduct audits is linked to the year in
which the statement was rendered, rather than the year in which the expenditure was in-
cured. Ihis change primarily impacts the bill for December expenditgies, which is ren-
dered in January of the following year. For s¡smple, an audit in ZOOS could. cover all JIBs
rendered since January 2003, including the bill for December 2002 costs.

Voting. There is a voting provision to address accounting matters that arise (Sec-
tion I.6.4). For example, the operator may want to obtain approval to charge for off-site
technical labor to conduct a reservoir study or an environmetttut .tndy. Thisls essentially
the same as past accounting procedures, i.e., a vote by a majority ininterest of the non.
operators is binding on {l non-operators, although its apphcÁtion is clarified.. The parties
are advised to consider this provision in light of any voting provisions in the JOA and the
conflict of agreement provisions, to give effect to their intent.

An a]l-new provision, Section I.6.8, governs nmendments. This provision is flexible
allowing the parties to amend the accounting procedure with less than iOOqoworking inter-
est, if they so desire. Parties that prefer una-nimous approval to amend the contract can do
so'by inserting L00Vo in the blank. The operator's vote is required to nmend. the contract to
ensure the non-operators do not unfairly amend the operator's agreed-upon compensation.
Another new provision, Section I.6.C, addresses voting by affiliaÈs. If parties to the agree-
ment are affiliates of each other, their vote is treated as a vote of one party having the 

-com-

bined working interest of the affiliate entities. If a non-operator is anaffitate of the opera-
tor, votes under I.6.4 require a majority in interest of the non-operators, af[er excludini the
interest of the operator's affrliate.

Affrliates. Charges for goods and services provided by an affiliate of the operator
are addressed in Se_ction II.7 (except for affiliate coi"'unication facilities or systems, which
are covered under Section II.12.) Paragraph A deals with affiliate goods and services used
in projects or operatiory th"l require non-operator approval undãr the operating agree-
ment, while Paragraph B deals with affitiate goods and services used in operations that do
not require an AFE or other authorization. Affiliate goods and. services thãt exceed the ap_
plicable dollar threshold (there are separate thresholãs for paragraphs A & B) require noir-
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operator approval. For projects, the threshold applies separately for each project, and thecosts must be identified on the AFE or other autho¡zatioo 
""qi"rt. For other operations,the threshold applies separately to each affrliate for a given calenda¡ year. charges for affil-iate goods and services that exãeed commercial rates requi"" .pp"orrui of the non-operators,even if the charges are below the dollar th¡eshold.

If the parties fail to designate a dollar threshold for approval of affiliates, the threshold isdeemed to be an I'lount equal to the operator's 
"*purrdii*" limit in the operating or otheragreement to which the accounting procedure is áttached. If the accounting proeedr:re i-sattached to an agreement that dàes not contain an expend.itur.e rimit (e.g., a farmoutagreement) the threshold is deemed to be $0.00.

. E"glogical, Environmental & Safety (EE&S). The costs of off-site technical ser_vices and drafting to comply with,laws or standards recorrmended by regulatory authoritiesare direc"tly'chargeable. Examples of this,include Jesigning environmenîal equipment for aproperty or creating a spill response plan for a specifie operation. Costs associated with oth-er EE&s functions aru .on"""d by ot-her provisiåns, r".r, as fierd labor (II.z), services (II.õ)or overhead (rII)' The costs of off-site technical 
""rui"", 

and drafting not required. by laws orrecommended by regulatory authorities are not chargeable under this provision. As such,the EE&s provision yill have a greater impact on odho"" properties, since they are moreextensively regulated. This provision allows direct charges for providing or making availa-ble pollutie¡ ss¡f,ainrnent equipment, and for the actual costs of pollution clean-up.

otherE:rpenditures. charges made under this provision now require approval ofthe non-operators pursuant to the rròtiog provision (Section I.6.A). This provision allows theoperator flexibility to recover unforeseen costs that are not addressed ii the direct chargessection and that the operator d.oes not believe are included in the overhead rate. At thesnme time, requiring a vote safeguards þ non-op"Jo", and allows auditors an objectivestandard to determine the validity of any charges ilJ; und.er this provision.

Technical services. Technical labor generates frequent questions and is some-times misunderstood with respect to other moJel forms. Inexperienced users often believethat a]l thi"d party technical services are directly chargeable, not realizing all technical la-bor should receive the ssme aceounting trealgent, r"gLü"rs of the source. consequentl¡the 2005 coPAS accounting procedr:ie replaced. trrã't""* .Technical Employees,, with'Technical senrices"and expanãed the deñnition to include technical labor provided by op-erator's affiliates and third parties.

As with the prior forus, Section III contains elections (alternatives) where the par-ties establish whether on-site and off-site technical services should be treated as either adirect charge or overhead. lhese provisions were revised, however, so that even novice us-ers could easily understand them. Under trr" pr""iÃ. forus, the first election (.,shall,,)meant technical labor was intended to be 
"".orr""l"d. 

via itre orr""ír"ri ;;;, while the secondelection ("shall not") resulted in technical labor being charged direct to the Joint Account.Tlre 2005 coPAs acco'nting proced.ure-is clearer, ,r.iog the phrases ..charged direct,, and."overhead" to distinguish between the electio*. Á;; t1" terms ..on-site,, and..off-site,, areused' rather than carrying forward the former úúfu which refemed to ..on the Joint

;t

474f
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Propertyi'in the forrner case snd "assigned to and directly smployed in the operation,,in
the latter case.

The direct charge and overhead elections are competing alternatives. Since the first al-
ternative goverrrs¡ if the parties fail to make an election or it 

"a*"t"tttty select competing alter-
natives, the order of the elections was changed with respect to on-site téchnical serùces,ão that
the default is to charge it direct. The default for oËsite lechnical senrices is overhead.

,,,,¡ One notalle change that goes beyond clarification and ease of use is the addition of athird alternative for off-site tecfriical ,é*i."r. This new alternative allows off-site technical
services to be direct charged only to the extent they are directly aütributable to drilling, redril-
Iing, deepening or sidetracking operations. Under this alternative, oflsite technicat services for

,,,,other operations, such as recompletions, wolkwers and producing operations, are covered by
'overhead and may-not be directly charged (absent a ballot). Thi. tlti"å,alte¡native represents ä
middle groundto allow off-site technical cha¡ges;,,while placingJinitr o¡1-U"r*..

'i

Drilling and Producing Overhead. The drilling and producing well combined
fixed rates are nolv adjusted in accordance with the adjustment faðtor published. by COpAS.'While this is a change from the original 1984 and L9-86 model forms, it is consistent with
the revised versions of those form.s, which were issued in 2004 as a result of changes in theBureau of Labor Statistics indices. If the operator fails to adjust the overhead rates for aperiod of time, it may recalculate the rates as if they had been adjusted each year since theeffective date. However, retroactive adjustments to the joint accäunt for the revised over-
head rates are limited to the current year plus the two prior years

The overhead 
-rates are adjusted each April 1 following the effective date of theagreement to which. thc accounting procedure is attached. \ryhen the accounting;";""d;;

is attached to a JoA that becomes effective upon payout, a question arises whether to ad-just the overhead rates from effective d.ate of tJ:e ioe o" the effective datl ;i tË f;;;
agreement' The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure makes it clear the adjustment is calcu-
lated from the effective date of the fa:mout agreement

The 1984 and 1986 COPAS accounting procedures state that each active completion
'in whieh production is not commingled downhole qualifies for a one.well charge, providedthe completions are considered a separate well Ëy the governing regulatory authority.
Those forms did not anticipate that completions having diñerent #"Ëhip and treated asseparate wells by the regulatory authorities would be downhole commingl"¿. tt" 2005 CO-PAS accounting procedure specifrcally provides that each active 

"ompt"ãiorr'til; tu";;as a separate well by lhe governing regulatory authority qualifi.es io" ,"p*ute overheadr1t9' Ihis applies to all t¡pes of wells, regardless of whãther they are dowo¡ote ssrnmin-gled' However' users a¡e cautioned to consider whether the compleiioo" *" covered by sep-
T1t" operating agreements, as well as the impact of aqy supplemental cost allocation pro-
visions or agreements.

. 
Sg-9 parties may have existing processes and systems in place to treat downholecommingled completions as one well and allocate the overhead rate between/among the ac-tive completions. If they prefer to maintain that approach, they can either modifu SectionIII'1'B'(3).(b) of the accounting procedure or they åan lower the overhead rate so that the
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separate rate charged to each çsmpletion is comparable to a single rate that is allocated be-
tween/among completions. Regardless of whether the parties modify the forn, or how they
assess overhead on multiple completion wells, the supplemental cost allocation provisions
or agreement should be reviewed to ensure consistency with the accounting procedure.

Major Construction & Catastrophe Overhead. The L984 and 1986 foms con-
tained a bla''k where the parties established a threshold for projects that qualify for major
construction overhead. Occasionallg this blank was overlooked in preparing the contract.
The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure avoids that problem and simplifies contract prepâ-
ration by stating the threshold is equal to the O¡rerator's expenditure limit under the
agreement to which the accounting procedure is attached. If the accounting procedure is
attached to an agreement that does not have an expenditure limit, such as a farmout
agreement, the major construction overhead threshold is deemed to be $100,000. Catastro-
phe.overhead is combined-,with¿4he major construction overhead provision, so that they
.havsftre.osame,'overheaÞ.ate*-f{'olcver, there is no dollar threshold to qualifrfor catastro-
phe overhead.

There are two sets of major construction/catastrophe rates. While the use of two sets
of major construction rates has been a long-standing practice for offshore properties, it is
new for onshore agreements. The first set of rates is for use when the operator absorbs all
the engineering, drafting and design work, These rates are generally higher than the
second set of rates, where the engineering, drafting and design work is charged direct to the
joint account. The operator decides which set ofrates to charge for each project;

Material Valuation. The material pricing provisions in Section fV used the 19g5
and Project Tegrn foms as their basis, rather than the 1984 and 1986 forms. One signifi-
cant departure from the latter forms is that unused material must be credited at the se',,e
price charged to the joint account when'the material was purchased by it. Requiring credit
without gnin s¡ loss was intended to encourage timeþ disposition of material. However, the
operator may not have a ready use for the surplus material and is under no obligation to
purchase it. If it becomes necessarT¡ to sell the equipment for less than the price paid. by the
joint accouni, the operator should ballot the parties under Section I.6.A.

Premium Pricing. Other COPAS model forms require the operator to notiff non-
operators of premium prices, and allow the non-operators a 10-day period in which they can
elect to furnish their share of materials in kind. the 2005 COPAS accounting procédure
eliminated the notice requirement and the right to furnish in kind because it was felt that
the provision was impractical to adrninister and unnecessar1¡. In a premium-pricing situa-
tion, the operator may have to make purchasing decisions in a matter of hours, not days. By
the time the operator administers the notice and the non-operator's election period expires,
the material may no longer be available. Also, non-operators having surplus material are
also faced with the sârne premium-pricing situation where they are ope"ator and are likely
to use their surplus in their own operated properties. Finally, if the non-operator wants to
qet rid of its surplus material, finding a willing buyer in a premium-pricing period should
be relatively easy.

Disposal of Material. It is not uncommon for operating agreements to contain provisions
concerning'the disposal of material; particularly offshore agreements. As such, the account-
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ing procedure defers to the material disposal provisions in the JOA. However, if there is no
disposal provision in the JOA, the accounting procedure grants the operator tJre right to sell
material to a third party without non-operator approval, if the gross sale value is less than
or equal to the operator's expenditure limit. If the gross sale value exceeds this threshold,
approval of the parties owning the material (rather than all parties) is required. Eliminat-
ing notices and approval for small-dollar items should reduce work for both the operator
and non-operator while facilitating timely disposition of surplus.

E. Conclusion

The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure is a 'nilestone for COPAS and the industry.
It has clearer and more comprehensive language than its predecessors. Even so, users still
.have to ensr¡re the form fits the operation and terms of the deal, and that it does not conflict
uriJh the operating or other agreement that sets the overall framework. Properþ used, it

":,;ã''ïr'-:- .,,-*,,i$ril.L-h-e a valuable tool to ca:ryout the parties' intent. It has generated;agpeat'deaH.,inter-
'est and early indications are that it will be widely used.

Readers who wish to learn more about the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure and
its application are encouraged to consult COPAS MFI-51. Still nore information can be
found in the interpretations incorporated in the model form by reference, and others that
are mentioned in MFI-51. For contract negotiators, another valuable resource is COPAS
AG-23, "Negotiating and Calcu-lating Overhead. "

m

2OO5 COPAS ACCOI'T{TING PROCEDT]RE
, PREPARATI9N & NEGOTIATTON-PRACTICAL CONSTpERATIONSS

^d Introduction

Even when using the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure without any modifications,
it is still necessarJ¡ to select alternatives and filIin certain blanks. The instructions that ac-
companied the 2005 model fom list the alternatives and blanks that need to be completed,
snd the optional paragraph, but do not give an¡r further guidance on preparing the foim.
This section will focus on the basics of preparing the form and familiarize negotiators with
implications of the various choices or positions that parties might take.

Preparation and negotiation of the accounting procedure is a matter for
each company to evaluate and decide, and the appropriate choices may varJ¡ from
one t¡pe of operation or situation to the next. LIsers should take into account
their own operational, business and legal needs, r¡nd exercise their own judgrnent
to ensr¡re the agreement suits their needs.

Not every provision of the accounting procedwe is addressed in this section because it is
difficult to anticipate èvery question that might arise, and because some provisions are seldom
altered. Nor was there any intent to duplicate other more general reference mateiials.

. rr:i*-.:r{,

: +-:ì:r"' ".:i:æF::

t Karla Bower authored this section.
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This section occasionally refers to "operating agreement," since the accounting pro-
cedure is most often used as an edribit to an operating agreement. However, the accounting
procedure may also be used with farmout, net profits or other agreements, and the concepts
in this section still apply. - .

B. Defaults

The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure stipulates that if the parties fail to select
one of competing "Alternative" provisions, alternative 1 wilt govern. Also, if the parties se-
lect more than one of the ssrnpeting alternatives, alternative 1 will govern.

Other defaults have been built into the agreement. For example, if the blanks are
not completed in Section II.7 (Affrliates), the threshold will be deemed to be $0, and all affit-
iate costs, no matter how imrnaterial, wjJl require non-operator ap,¡r-r.orral. The threshold at
which the operator may charge maj.qr.-cp-1n¡p.tign overhead,(SeçJio-a+I,trI.r2) is equal to the
operator's expenditure limit in the operating agreement, Likewise, the threshold at which
the operator must obtain non-operato".pp"*ut1o make certain dispositionr "ir"rpi". Ãu-
tg*d" is equal to the operatoris expenditure lirnit (Section IV.$). If the ac"o.roti¡¡g proce-
dr¡re is attached to an agreement, such as fa¡mout or net profits agreement, which doãs not
have an operator's expenditure limit, the threshold is deemed to be $100,000. If the parties
desire different tlrresholds for these provisions, it will be necessar¡r to modify the aãcount-
ing procedure.

C. 2005 COPAS Accounting hocedures Usage, Application

The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure is generalþ acceptable for use in most on-
shore exploration and production properties and offshore shelf pioperties. It can be also be
used for other operations such as deepwater and gas plants, but most users will fìnd it ne-
cessary or desirable to modify the fom to adapt it to these other t¡les of operations.

Ttre 2005 COPAS accounting procedure is a dual use form¡ for both offshore and on-
shore properties. It is not necessury to strike references to offshore if using the form for
prope.ryÞies that are strictl¡l onshore..The provisions pertaining to offshore opeiations simply
will not apply, and should not result in excessive or inappropriate chargêr, * goods anâ
services must directly benefit the property to be chargea tã-tUe¡oint accorÃt. Even so, some
companies may prefer to delete provisions unique to offshore properties. 1þis may be ac-
complished by taking the following steps:

, ' Section I.1 - Strike the defined terms "Offshore Facilities" and
"Shore Base Facilities" in their entirety.

Section I.1 - Modifr the definition of "On-site" by deleting the
phrase "Offshore Facilities, Shore Base Facilities," in line two.

Section II.2.A.(2) - Delete the phrase"shore Base Facilities,
Offshore Facilities, or other" in line one.
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. Section II.6.A - Delete the phrase "Shore Base Facilities, Off-
shore Facilities," in line two.

o Section II.11 - Delete the last sentence of this provision.

. Section III.1.B.(2).(a) - Delete tJre second sentence.

D. ileading

The effective date in the heading should be consistent with the effective date of the
operating agreement. If the accounting procedure is being negotiated as a contract a,mend-
ment, the effective date should be included in the heading to the extent practicable and, in
,any event, should be commu:nicated to the accounting organization. The effective date im-
pacts fixed rate overhead, which is adjusted Aprit L of each year following-the effective date

--r;.:.^.,,:of the agreement. Overhead rates in a contract that becomes effectivein-Febr,arar-ïf.o¡ ffiarchs..,'.=-
will be adjusted shortly after the effective date. This is standard industry practice, but oc-
casionally is questioned by those not familiar with the practice.

E. Definitions

Line one of the definition section states "All tems used in this Accounting Proce-
dure shall have the following meaning unless othemise expressly defined in the Agree-
ment." If one of the defined terms in the accounting procedure is also defined in the operat-
ing agreement, the operating agreement definition will prevail, even if the operating
agreement provides the accounting procedure prevails in the event of a conflict, because the
accounting procedure defers to the operating agreement.

Terms that are d.efined in both the operating agreement and accounting procedure
should be reviewed for consistency. Notable terms that are sometimes found in operating
agreements, especially offshore agreements, include Affiliates and Joint Account. If the Af-
filiate definitions are in conflict, that could affect the application of Section II.7 of the ac-
counting procedure.

If the operating agreement contains a d.efinition of Joint Account, it should be re-
viewed to determine whether it is broad enough to apply to hydrocarbon volumeVproceeds.
The 2005 accounting procedure clearly states that Joint Account excludes hydrocarbons. If
the operating agreement and accor¡nting procedure have conflicting definitions of Joint Ac-
count, that may affect the parties' rights with respect to adjusting and auditing hydrocar-
bon records, as well as set up a conflict with the audit provisions in the gas balancing
agreement. A review of the defi.nitions and their usage in operative provisions will help the
parties determine their impact, and enable them to draft the agreement in a way that re-
flects the parties' intent.

F. Cash Advances

Many operating agreements contain a provision allowing the operator to request a
cash advance. These operating agreement provisions typically do not contain any restric-
tions on the cash calt in terms of the amount, or application to capital costs. Ihe relation-
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ship between the cash advance provisions in the operating agreement and accounting pro-
cedure should be considered to make sure they are not in conflict.

Some parties may propose revising the accounting procedure so that cash advances
can be requested only if the estimated expenditures exceed a certain dollar threshold,
and/or apply only to capital expenditures. Other parties may resist applyrng a dollar thre-
shold or restricting cash advances to capital expenditures on the basis that these limita-
tions would defeat the purpose of a cash advance, which is to keep the operator from having
to act as banker and fi.nence the non-operetors' shere of the opereticn.

One argument some parties may make for limiting cash advances is that the o¡rera-
tor has the non-operators' funds tied up for two months, and that the non-operators are ef-
fectiveþ loaning money to the operator. By way of example, if the operatorieceives a cash
advance for May expenditures on'May 1, the operator has'use of ihe cash for the entire
month. The invoice showing adtüà.ËlVtiÍv'éþenses is=nôt issued;'aiiú,thé cash adva',ce re-
conciled; until the second or third-wèek of June. This argument - that the operator has the
m€ney tigd up for two months - is based on the premise that the operator is .holding" the
money. However, if one considers the operator is spending the money to obtain goodi and
services for joint operations, and the non-operator is funcling only its proportionáte share,
that argument is dimiais¡s¿

Another concern with cash calls is that an operator will consistently over-estimate
the next mouth's expenditures. The cash call is only an estimate, and will nót exactþ 

"q"Jthe actual costs. For mature properties that do ,rol huo" urry p"o¡"Ã ,rrrd""*ry, the coststl""l{ be more stable so that rrr¡l diff"r"rr.es between tt 
" "arnî¿i-"rd;;;l ö""Ãtu";should be minimal. While some operators could abuse the cash call provision by äonsistent-

ly overestimating the ex¡enditureì by a large emoüDtr this practi." åpp"*, to úe the exceP.

ligl. fr:"e are just as likely to be shortfalls in the cash call in some äónths, and the sho*-
falls and overages will tikeþ even out over time. As such, the burden of funding the opera-
tion will be shared equally by ull parties.

The cash advance payment is due within 15 days from the date the request is re-
geive{' or the first of the month, whichever is later. Some companies -uy "uq,rust 

the due
date for the cash advance be extend.ed. (Ttris is usually done in'conjunctiäo *itf, a request
to extend the pa¡ment due date for the joint interest billing for actuä costs.) e"i¿"to- tft
concerns over the lbility to pay on time and having to pa;, interest on late pa¡m.ents, there
is another practical aspect to this request. Operators may include the 

"urú "uU 
for tire up-

coming month in the same invoice as the joint interest billing for the p:ior month's actual
costs. This can sloy lhe 

p¡ocessing of the ãash call since the 
"'rrtit" 

io.tåi"ì i. processed and.
paid at one time. If the bill is large and/or there are a lot of capital projects ,rrrd"r*uy, more
time may be needed to process the invoice.

There are a number of reasons a party might want to keep the 15-day deadline in-
tact. First, the 15-day due date is consistent with other COPAS accounting procedures,
which makes contract ar{ministration easier. Also, electronic transmittal of tft" invoice
enables non-operators to auúomate much of the invoice coding - generally minimat for an
advance - thus allowing quicker processing. Even if there are uncertainties about being
able to pay within 15 days, these concerns may be overstated, since ma¡ry operators do noi
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routineþ charge interest on late pa¡ments. Finally, another concern is that some parties
consistently pay late, so that if pa¡æ.ent were due in 30 days, some parties might stretch
out the pa¡ment to 45 days.

G. Section I.5.8 - Expenditure Audiús

check the box or make some other notation to affirm this optional provision is part ãf ttt"it
agreement. This provision was made optional because there was not a consensus or wide-
spread acceptance of penalties that require a party to forfeit money or claims. As an option-
al provision, it is easier to adapt the agreement to suit the parties' preference

:: This provision stipulates the operator is deemed to grant audit claims or exceptions,

9r lhe non-operqto,S.deemed to have withdrawn audit claims or exceptions, as applicable, for 
,,r:,.,,,,,fgilure toJespoqdJo="jqa$-hin one year. The provision applies to all written eicãptions, ,a"-.==*,:,,¿j=:'.ç

gardless of whether or not contained in an audit report.

Tlee argument if favor of including this optional provision is that it helps to ensu¡e
both the operator and non-operator are diligent in resolving exceptions in a fimìly manner.
The longer the exceptions go unresolved, the harder it becom"Jto t"r"""ch and reconcile
the accounts, because of changes in personnel and accounting systems, and property dispo-
sitions. The one-year deadline is generally viewed as 

"nongh 
time, for most exceptions,- to

keep the resolution process progressing in an acceptable marlner, if not fully resãlved. Fi-
nally, this provision was written to apply to both operators and non-operatãrs, and is not
biased towards any one party.

However, not all compnniss favor a severe penalty - forfeiture of money for the oper-
ator and forfeiture of claims for the non-operator. ïhere are several reaso¡n for their objec-
tion. First, it can be particularly difficult to meet the deadlines for a large property that has l

numeroun transactions and complex allocations, such as may occur with production han-
dlittg and other facilities that sen¡e multiple properties. In aâdition, the time required for
the operator to respond also depends,Ìn part, on the specificþ and adequacy of doãumenta- 

Ition the non-operator submits with the written exception. Another .o*""r is that an un-
r.scrupulous auditor might submit numerous¡, unfounãed clai'',s that tie up the operator's
resources, contributing to the operator's forfeiting money.

Yet another reason a party may not want the optional provisions is because it is dif-
frcult to predict whether its staffing level will be sufücienf to fimeþ handle the audit
process over the life of the contract. Tïacking the deadlines creates even more work, which
directs some resolrrces away from actually resolving the claims and exceptions.

, Finally, a party might reject the provision for philosophical reasons. The purpose of
conducting audits and taking exception is to ensure the joint account is stated prãperþ.
Ttris provision is viewed by some as defeating that purpose. This provision couldiesult in
the operator paying money for invalid çlsims or the non-operator losing valid claims. There
a¡e other ways jo accomplish the goal of ensuring the joint account is=stated properly and
exceptions resolved in a timely manner. The last paragraph of Section l.5.D-prôvidãs for
mediation, making harsher means, such as forfeiting -onuy or claims, ,rorr"""rr*ry as long
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as the parties are acting in good faith- In addition, many operating agreements contain dis-pute resolution procedures.

H. Section I.6-4,- General Matters Votes

. If the operating agreement to-which the accounting procedure is attached has a vot-ing provision, one needs to consider ¿þs impact 
""r*¿r"* voting on accounting matters.

under most operating asreemglt *[og provisions, all parties, including the opera-tor' are entitled to vote on certain matters. Thãsã voting provisions may differ from the vot-ing provisions in the accounting procedure. rrnder section r.6.A of the accounting proce-dure, ballots pertaining to acco,¡irting issues (other than amenrtrnents) require the approvalof a nqiority in iúterest of the non-operators. If that threshold. is reached, the vote is bind-ing on all non-operators. : ¡.,:r.q,i ,

Ttre reasonthe .":oTtTg procedure excludes ttr" op"""toi *r"-trîiii'o;;tffiprovision is typically invoked when-the operator;;;. to directly charge some item to thejoint account (e.g., technical rabor costs, rerocation costs, affiriate rates) or to negotiate analternative price for a material transfer..In these situations, the operator usually has a con-flict ofinterest, relative to the non-operators.

consequently, the contract negotiato:-may wish to review the operating agreement' to see if it has any-voting provisions lnut *iu p"Ë""iîã""" the accounting procedure in theevent of a conflict' consider which voting p"o."ä*" irre parties want.to apply to accountingmatt'ers and integrate the voting provisiãns of the op"ì"fing agreement aåd accounting pro-cedure to elirninate any conflict and. ensure that the parüies, intent is caried out.
I. Section I.G.B - Amenrtrnents

ì

this provision allows the parties to detemine the number of parties and working in-terest required to amend the accãunting procedure. Tlt; contract negotiator needs to fi¡ inthe blanks' The accounting procedure d;"; ,,otrp""irvä'¿æ.. rt if this is overlooked.

The appropriatu t,r*b"t and-percentales fu 
'se 

may varxr according to a company,sphilosophy' some sempanies are adamant that amendments should require l¡ryvoin allcas¡es' other companies may wish to negotiate different numbers and percentages based onfactors such as the- nlmber-of parties to the contract. they may be agreeable to a Lagvo votein a situation involving few paìties. If the p""p""ty hJrìo*u"ous working interest owners,as sometimes happens in units, that same company may accepvprefer fewer parties and alower working interest percentage th¡eshold.. ^ '--r' --

'r' section rr.6-4. - Equipment & Facilities Fu¡r¡rished By operator
The parties should insert the interest rate to be charged. on undepreciated invest-ment for equipment and facilities furnish¡d by 

"n*"L". nte interest ssm'onent of the rateis to reimburse the operato" P" tyrns up its-monåy i" 
"q"ipment and facilities that are usedby the joint account, rather tt""i"g"thòse funds io invest-elr"*t 

""u. 
e"ìhe cost of capital

.i :ï.ii'¡:
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increases, the rates negotiated in this section tend to increase as well. Some contracts nego-
tiated in the 1980s, when interest rates were high, had rates in excess of t57o.

Factors to consider when negotiating a rate:

. Ttris interest rate represents an upper limit.

. The equipment and facility is typically used by more than one
propert¡ each subject to a different operating agreement hav-
ing a dtfferent interest rate. For ease of artministration, the op-
erator generally charges the lowest rate common to all the
properties using the equipmenVfacilities.

. This interest rate not only applies to initial equipment and fa-
cilities supplisd ¡y.operator, but also;to equipment and facili-

:,. ties supplied later in,the life of thé'contract, when the cost of
capital may be higher - or lower - than it was when the agree-
ment was signed

K. Section II.6.B - Equipment & Facilities Furnished By Operator

In lieu of charging a rate based on "actual cost of ownership and operation," as pro-
vided in Section II.6.A, the operator may charge a rate that is equal to average commercial
rates in the area, less 207o.

Some parties may propose striking the phrase "less twenty percent (2OVo)" or chang-
ing the 20Vo ðiscount to a lesser amount, such as 107o. Reasons a party may propose reduc-
ilg or eliminating that number is because thLe 20Vo discount was designed to eliminate any
profit margin. While that might have represented a reasonable profit margin in the early
days of COPAS accounting procedures, there is concern tLLat 20Vo overstates the profi.t ele-
ment in the cu:crent business environment. Another reason is that the operator may lose
r.noney if it charges 207o less than cotn"'tercial rates. Charging a rate consistent with com'
mercial rates will not put the non-operators in any worse position than if the operator uses
a third parûy provider.

Other parties may resist reducing or eliminating the 207o discount. First there is the
long-standing belief that the operator should not make a profi.t as a result of operating (al-
though this argument ignores the bigger picture of how to measure overall profi.t or loss,
and over what time period that should be measured). Flom a more practical standpoint, the
207o discount represents a long-standing industry practice, dating back to the 1968 COPAS
accounting procedure. If the equipment or facility serves multiple properties that are sub-
ject to accounting procedures with different discounts, it can be very difficult for the opera-
tor to apply these different rates. Consequently, many companies prefer to use 207o for con-
sistency and ease of aclministration and auditing. Finally, if charging cot'tmercial rates, less
20Vo is inadequate, the operator still has the option to charge a rate commensurate with its
actual costs, not to exceed co--ercial rates, under Section II.6.A.
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L. Sections II.Zá.& B -Affiliates

This provision requires the operator to get non-operator approval to charge thejoint
account for affrliate goods/services if certain cònditions are met. paragraph Z.À appHäs toprojects that require an AFE or non-operator approval, while r*"g"ufrh Z.B applies to on-going operations that do not require an AFE o" ooo-opurator approval. Under z-.Ã, if the af-filiate goods/services are not d.etailed in the AFE or project proposal or if the expenditure
exceeds the threshold, approval is required. Approval-of affilåtes 

"h;gur 
for ongoins op""-

ltions is required if the expenditures exceed the dollar threshold. i" p;";;ph?.8:'ni;
thresholds apply separateþ to each affiIiate, mJ;;;;ed on annual expendiiures.

The parties may negotiate different thresholds in T.A (projects) and Z.B (ongoing op_erations). The operator is still bound, und.er paragraph 7.C, to nãt exceed commercial ratesin the area (unle:t'tþ- parties approve the rate),-b,ri thut cs'' be difficult to determine be-i'€aüse of a.laekof publÍshed pricã lists, discounts available to the op""uto", 
"iã"d;tr*""ä' in accounting practices.

CAUTION: IF THIS PROVISION IS USED AS \ryRITTEN, BUT THE DOLI,ARTHRESHOLDS ARE NOT COMPLETED, THE AMOIJNT IS DEEí,IED To BE $0, A}IDA¿¿ AFFILIATE CFIARGES \4IILL BE SUBJECT TO APPROVAL

Check the opeJafing agreement to see if it contains a definition of Affiliate, and re-concile it with the definition in the accounting proced.ure if they are in conflict. Non-operators may wish to inquire what affiliates the-operator has, hãw the affiliate bils itscosts, and whether the affiliate includes overhead cosìs in its rate. To avoid, misunderstand-
inqs þtgr, operators ctrn help by advting tnu t o.t-op*"u-tor, ;i-""t Jiliut", it may haveand the basis of the rates to be charg-ed to ttre joint alcount. Mrny parties find it helpful toihclude a provision regarding th" 

"ight 
to audit trre afütiate record.s, if not by non-operatorrepresentatives, by an independent third-party fïrm.

Parties using the AAPL Form 610-1989 Operating Agreement should note that A¡-ticle v'D'l of the operating agreement states *e ãf affiliãtes-should b" fo"r,r*t to a writ-ten agreement;'although it fails to specify whether the writte. ug"""å"nt should be be-tween the operator and the affiliate orbetween,the operator and non-ope¡ators. trn add.ition,Article v'D'l has no dollar th¡eshold. so it appli"r to uu 
"m1il"-Ã;ä;,-regardless of theamount' Parties may wish to review Article V¡.f and consider what i-Fact, if any it mighthave on'section II.T of the accounting proced.ure.

M. section m.r - overhead - Driiling and producing operation

- Select the prefemed alternative for a.ssessing overhead - either the frxed rate basisor the percentage basis. The fixed rate basis is thJ method most wiaety used for onshoreproperties' Both fixed rate and percentage bases are used for ofrshorl shelf properties,while deepwater properties tend 6 use perientage basis.

If the parties select the fixed rate alternative, drilling and producing overhead isgenerally charged only when there is an active producing well or an operation that qualifiesfor drilling overhead. In the case ofpercentagaoverheaà, the operator can start recovering

ri :i
tt 
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some of its overhead costs with the first dollar spent and. does not have to wait until there is
a drilling or other well operation to start recouping overhead. Therefore, if a property in-
curs significant overhead costs and requires a long lead-time before there *u rtty drilling or
producing operations that will qualify for overhead under a fixed rate basis - slch 

"r 
ft*p-

pens with many offshore and frontier areas - the operator may prefer to use the percentaie
basis. Percentage basis may also be prefened as it provides ameans for the operator to re-
cover overhead costs even if the wells are shut-in, as during the after.math of r hrroi."¡1" ot
other catastrophic event.

Certain costs and credits have to be excluded. when calculating percentage basis
overhead: Tleerefore, some companies may prefer fixed rate basis olreÃËad because it is
easier fe ¿¡lminister and audit than percentage basis overhead.. Non-operators may prefer
fixed rate overhead for economic r@&sonsr believing that it will result iri lo*"" overall over-
head charges. ¡;;¡.1¿.: .,.a,,1

N. Section III.1.^A'(Ð - On-Site Technical Services

Select either alternative 1 or alternative 2 to establish the accounting treatment for
on'site technical senrices. This election will apply to all technical services, regardless of
whether provided by employees, affiliates, or thirã parties.

Under alternative L, on-site technical serwices are charged. direct to the joint ac-
count. Under alternative 2, the operator must charge on-site technical services to its over-
head account, and recover the cost through overheaõassessments.

Ma¡y companies find alternative 1 acceptable as it matches the cost to the property
served by the technical person, while the requirement that the technical person must be on-
site to be chargeable tends to limit the charges. However, that accephJce is not universal
for-every company or even in every situation. TTre reason ior choosing alternative 2 appears
to be primarily economical. Ideally, there is a trade-off between direãt charges for teclinical
services and the overhead rate being charged. The more items that are charged direct, the
lower one expects the overhead to be. Conversely, the more things the operator must recov-
er by the overhead rates, the higher one expects the overhead rates to be.

Note: alternative 1 (direct) is equivalent to checking the "shslt not,, election under
o-lder 

-COPAS 
accounting procedures; alternative 2 (overhead) is the equivalent to checking

the "shall election."

O. Section III.lá-(ii) - Off-Site Technical Services

Select alternativ e L, 2 or 3 to establish the accounting treatment for off-site tech-dgut services. This election will apply to all technical services, regardless of *h"th". p"o-
vided by employees, affiliates, or third parties.

Under alternative 1, all off-site technical serwices are charged direct to the opera-tor's overhead account, and are presumed to be recovered throufh the overhead assess-
ments' Under alternative 2, sJl off-site technical seryices are chargãd direct to the joint ac-
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count' Alter:native 3 allows for direct charges to the joint account for off-site technical ser-vices, but only with respect to drilling, ."drillitrg, deepening, or sidetracking ope"atiorrs.

Matty companies prefer alternative 1 because they are concerned alternative 2 willresult in significant charges for off-site technical labor. Ón the other hand, opu"rtor, -uyss'nplain that technical labor costs can be significant and the overhead. rates are not suffi-cient to coppensate it for its costs. As such, ii will be more fairly ssrnpensated under alter-native 2' Alterrnative 3 represents a middle ground - allowing direct "i*g", for certain off-site technical labor functions' without leaving it open-ende-d. As with on-site tee.hnjcnl la--bor, ideally there should be sáme trade-off ueiw"eo d.irect charges for off-site technical ser-vices and'the overhead rate being charged. The more items ihrt *" charged direct, thelower one expects the overhead raie to b;. Corrv"rr"þ the more things the operator has tor'ecover by th.g overhead rates, the higher one expectriír" o¡r"rh*ad rates to be.

..,,';" "Notq'-alternative 1 (all overhead.) is equivalent to checking the..shall,,election under ,ì'older'6OPAS model forns; alternative 2 (all direct) is the equivalent to checkir.rg the ,r3håll
not" election. Alternative 3 is new and has rro 

"oo"rpondingþrovirioo ir, fre-2005 forns.

P. Section m.l-B - Overhead - Fixed Rate Basis

Insert the appropriate drillinq and p_roducing well overhead. rates. Currently, themost cohmon practice is to use a 10:L ratiolor drilung and producing wells. However, thisratio is not mandated and the parties are free to negotåte any 
"atio 

tï"y p""f"".

In theory, the overhead rate .hqy19 represent the operator's actual cost of providingoverhead services. However, it can b9 difficult to precisely-quantifr this ãst, and overheadrate negotiations.tend to be market-driven. points to keep in mina:

: o . The overhead rates represent the total gross amount charged. to thejoint account. When comparing a countLrpro¡rosal, considàr the net., amount charged to the other party. so*ãti-"" .o-f*irrg net: amounts heþs in the negotiations, as the gap may be naåower than
..1 :,. believed. .):.. :,,

o Gas wells generally incur more overhead than oil wells because of the
costs associated with gas nominations, and dispatching, managingim-
balances, and issuing gas balancing statements.

t Deep wells do not need a higher overhead rate than shallow wells. Deep
wells have more dritling days, and therefore generate;;"; overhead
charges than shatlow wells, even at the sg,,'e rate. As for prod.ucing
wells, deep wells and shallow wells generally incur the same amount of
overhead costs (accounting, productión reporting, etc.).

COPAS AG-ZB (..Overhead Negotiation and Calculation,) recommends parties notreþ on external benchmark studies to determine the overhead rate, because they are con-trar¡r to the philosophy that the operator should recover its actual cosü of providing over-head services. other concerns witrr-surveys include the foilowing:
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o The survey respondents are not necessarily representative of the in-
dustry or the operator.

o TLre rates reported. most likely do not represent the operator's actual
cost of providing overhead services.

. For many areas reported, there are few responses, so they are not con-
sidered statistically meaningful.

. It is not clear whether the survey responses are reporting recently ne-
gotiated contracts or include rates charged under old contracts (which
may or may not have been adjusted over the years).

. The rates are often reported by well d.epth, even though COPAS elim-
inated well depth as a faetor irä. setüirrg.<¡verhead rates, starting with
the 1974form;

I

o It is not known whether the overhead rates reported in the survey in-
clude compensation for on-site or off-site technical employees.

. It is not known what other comrnercial terms were traded or conces-
sions made in negotiating the overhead rates. The operator or non-
operator may have received other value in exchange for a decreaÉ¡e or
increase in overhead rates.

A. Section III.I.C - Overhead. - Percentage Basis

brsert the development and operating overhead rates if using the percentage basis
method of assessing overhead.

Untike the combined fixed rate overhead method, percentage overhead does not rely
on having drilling activities or producing wells for the operator to start recovering over-
head. Therefore, percentage overhead is often used in offshore properties where there are
long periods of time where there are no drilling activities or producing,wells. It allows the
operator to start recovering overhead costs as soon as it starts spending money on joint op-
erations or activities that can be charged direct to thejoint account. Percentage basis over-
head is also more likely to help overhead recovery keep up with inflation. The downside of
percentage based overhead is that it can be more difficult to calculate a rate based on the
operator's actual cost of senrice, and it is driven by 'barket rates." Also, implementation
can be somewhat more difñcult than combined fixed rate overhead, because certain charges
and credits must be excluded when calculating overhead charges.

R. Section ftl.2 - Mqior Constnrction Overhead

Insert the Major Construction and Catastrophe overhead rates. The rates in sub-
section A are generally higher than the rates in sub-section B. Under sub-section A, the op-
erator absorbs all the engineering, design and drafting work related to the project - i.e., it
charges those costs to its overhead account regardless ofwhether those technical seryices
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are performed on-site or off-site. Under sub-section B, all the engineering design and draft- .,,r'''''i
ing work related to the project (on-site and off-site) is charged direct to the joint account, so ' . 'i

the operator has less overhead costs to recover under this option. The operator selects
which sub-section to use for any given project.

It is d.ifficult to equate tJrese rates to major construction rates used in a 1984 COPAS
accounting procedure because the technical labor elections under the 1984 form varied from
one contract to another and because on-site technical labor was ofben treated differently
than off-site tee.h¡ieal labor. LTnder a 1984 for=0., the parties rnay heve elected for on-site
technical to be chargeable, while off-site technical is not chargeable, and this election ap-
plied to all types of operations, inclurting major construction projects. Under the 2005 CO-
PAS accounting procedure, the major construction overhead provisions do not distinguish
between on-site and off-site technical labor. Either all technical labor is chargeable to a ma-. ,__-_-;._jor constrtÍbtioniproject or none of it is chargeable, and this is independent of the technic'ãl-- - 

-
labor'e1¿cüi¿¡twtiæ{I'tr.1.4 (Ð and (ü). -- -':;;ri¡'.;;;,:¡li'+::+rr '-..:...\./gg\g/.

' '. '1 :.:

S. Sections IV.zÐ - Material Transfers

Sections IV.2.D.(1) and tV.2.D,(2) of the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure state
that material transfened to the propert¡ but not used, should be tra¡rsferred off the prop
erty at the ssme price paid by the joint account when it acquired the material. In other
words, unused material should be credited to the joint account without any gain or loss.
Some parüies ma¡r want to revise these sections so that unused material being transfened
offthe joint property will be repriced at the appropriate condition percentage times current ¿ìì1,.åìi'.','jma¡ket price for new material.

The reason'some companies will prefer to revise these sections is to make the forn
consistent with thetems of the L962,1968, L974,19?6, 1984, and 1986 COPAS accounting
procedures. This consistency will reduce exception accounting, making it easier to arlrninis-
ter the contract.

There are other reasons a company may want to make these revisions.'Without this
change; in periods of rising prices, the non-operators do not enjoy the higher value for their
materials. In periods of falling prices, this language can discourage timeþ disposal of mate-
rials, as the operator'would have to bear the entire loss for changes in market value that
are beyond its control. T'his can be especially problematic for speciaþ items, or items for
which there is no immediate need. Even if the operator can use the material for another
property, it may be more econo-ical to obtain the material elsewhere than to acquire the
material from the joint account at a price that exceeds curent, market value.

Other companies will prefer to keep the model form language intact. The provision
was intended to give the operator incentive to timely dispose of material before the prices
change. The operator has relative control over surplus and the non-operators have no other
means of forcing the operator to maintain reasonable levels of surplus materíals. In addi-
tion, the operator can use vendor stocking prograrns to limit rrrtpl* material charged to
the joint account in the frrst place. Finall¡ the operator can ballot the parties and seek
their approval to transfer the material at a different price.
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T. Summary

Negotiations are made much easier by understanding the basic philosophies of the
parties, determining which issues are philosophical and which are merely wording or stylistic
matters. Examining the rationale behind the other party's elections and proposed agreement
revisions helps the parties find common ground and ensure their intent is carried out.

rv.

THE AIJDIT PBOCESSI

.A- Joint futerest Auditing - Background

COPAS has periodically published a Joint Interest Audit Benchmarking Suney.

,,$!{st performed in 1994, the suruey was designed to provide a widerralgqpf ,ir¡fonnat!o4..
including staffing practices, candidate selection, audit costs, slnims, and recoveries. The
sun¡ey also contains data that illustrates the magnitude of the joint interest audit effort in
the United States. The survey issued in 2006 contains the following scope data:

. Sixteen oil and. gas participating ssmFanies

. $3.6 Billion in net exposure

. Nearly 300 audits during the survey year

. Nearly 9,000 audit days during the sr.r:ruey year

. Approximately $273 lfli]lion in net audit clairns for the survey year

. Approximateþ $ZOZ l¡ittion in cr¡mulative net open claims at year-end

This information represents only a portion of the joint interest audit activity in the
country. Although most of the major oil companies usually participate in the survey, only a
Fmall number of the many medium ald smaller sized. oil companiös provide survey data. 

''

The actual amount of activity, and total value of audit claims generated annually, is much
higheq and represents a significant effort on the part ofoperators and non-operators alike.

This high level ofjoint interest audiJ activity is a reflection of both the sheer nr¡mber of
joint interest operations throughout the country and the magnitude of the bilings sent to non-
operators by the operators of these properties. The audit effort is large, complex, and difficult to
manage and coordinate with many different compnniss involved in the same properties.

Although the joint operating agreements contain a clause granting non-operators
access to records, and the supporting accounting procedure contains an audit clause, these
provisions generally grant the right to audit, but provide little guidance how audits are to

t Howard Blunk authored this section. Statistical reference to audit bencbnaking activities are derived from
COPAS .IV Audit Benchmaking Survey pubtished by COPAS in 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000,2002,2004, and 2006.
Specific excerpts from COPAS publication are reprintodwith the pernission of COPAS.
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be conducted. Model forn accounting procedures prior to the 1995 form lack any clear direc-
tion on the resolution of audit claims. Ihe 1995 and later model forms contain contractual
penalties for not adhering to prescribed deadlines to encourage timely resolution: COPAS
recogr¡ized the need for detailed guidelines on the audit process and has issued several au-
dit protocol guidelines to help provide this direction. Although it is not contained as part of
any executed agreements, COPAS Accounting Guideline No. 19 ("Expenditure Audits in the
Petroleum Industry: Protocol and Procedures Guideline") is generally recognized as ac-
cepted industry practice when it comes to performing joint interest expenditure audits in
the United States.

B. ReasonslPurtrtose for cfoint Interest Auditing

The main reason audits are conducted is because the summary type bilIings used by
operators do not provide sufficientdetail to deteruine the''ascuracy and propriety of indi-
vidual charges to the joint accoiÍff: wôuld',nôt be cost effectivê, antl likely not even possi-
ble, for an operator to generate a joint interest bining that could provide adequate detail to
eliminate the need to conduct an audit. Operators achieve operating efficiencies and lower
costs by sharing resources among properties, and non-operators benefit from these effi.cien-
cies. However, this sharing of resources creates the need to allocate costs to various cost
centers, a¡rd to distribute the costs to the individual properties. These costs cannot be veri-
fied without detailed exanination of the source charges and docr¡nents. The sheernumber
of transactions, and the complexity of many arrangements, would make this difücult under
even the most comprehensive joint interest billing system.

Such audits generate considerable return for non-operators as the ilata reproduced
with permission of COPAS from their most recent Audit Benchmarking Survey shows:

AtlDfI RESULTS - 2006 Survey (based on 2005 daúa)

Audits of others performed by Large Fims

Audit Coverage - 56 Voof total costs billed

Audit-ClaimVAudit Cost - 4B:1

Audit Recoveries/Audit Cost - 9:1

Historical Recovery (7o of clatms granted) - 54 Vo

Audit Cost per D*y - $gZB

Audits of others performed by Small Firms

Audit Coverage - 34 7o of total costs billed

Audit Claims/Audit Cost - lZ:L

Audit Recoveries/Audit Cost - 9:1
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Historical R.ecovery (Vo of clai'ns granted) - 58 To

Aud.it Cost per Dry - $Sgg

Ttris relationship of coverage to cost is comparable to the previous CopAS s'rveys.The joint interest audit is a compiiance t¡4pe review where the terms and conditions of theoperating agreement and accounting procedure serve as the basis for determining the pro-priety of a particular charge. lhe joint interest audit is also a curative t¡pe review wherethe accuracy of the accountins for transactions charged to th" j;t"t J"*.rrrt is validated.fþis pssns the auditor must ú"u" u tho"o,rgh ;à;t""åäãr*"ïfiå"-"rrrs, an up-to-date knowledge of industry practices and acäpted accountin! treatmeãt of various t¡rpes ofcosts, experience with different accounting systems used by Jarious operators, and a soundunderstanding of field operations.

The audit is perfomed to validate charges to tne¡int u."oor,t A.rdii',n¡1¿irg" 
"u'results in claims for credit, or additionSl- cha"g; iJ.trtà¡oitrt account.lTh" 

""di¿;ã-bï;;:formed objectively, and findi:rgs should be issired *iä""t regard to the potential impact onany particular party to the joint account. The audit is an opportunity for the non-operatorand operator to work together to valid.ate the accounting rorï¡oint opä*uorr. lhe audit canbe a vehicle to highlight concerns and. work toward 
"¿ålrrtion 

on both a curent and pros-pective basis. The proper conduct of an audit is aepenaeni-;;;;õ|.u¿¡"" and mutual re-spect by all of the parties involved. Most importantþ, the perfom.ance of an audit is a con-tractual right and should be treated ", a ,rà"-al course of business thatîeäË;Ë;;:ducted as efficiently and effectiveþ as is possible,

C. Audit Candidate Selection

Non-operators, whether they are-a large integrated oil company or a smsil to,.me-dium sized independent, ,r"" .o*-ion criteria in sele-cting audit candidates for the annualpro$rarn of coverage' The amount of net expenditures for a property and the working inter-est ownership in the joint interest are the two main drivini ro"c"s io irr" ¿""ision-makingprocess' Knowledge of the operator, the nature of the operation, and the type of agreementin place are also deciding fãctors in the selection proãå.r. Also, the period covered by theprevious audit affects the non-operator's audit righis because of the Z4-month limitation foraudits and adjustments containèd in typical agreãments, and is a factor in deciding when toperform an audit.

lfre most interesting difference between large and small ssmpanies noted in the last
-cgP-AS 

survey was the higLer rankinq that large .ã-pÀ"" give to prior aud.it resuits thandid the smaller companies' Because oith" i-pã.t ãrii"* accounting systems and turnoverof personnel, prior results are not necessarily a strong indicator of cond.itions since the lastaudit for small companiss. At the same time, the costîs. ;""";ö;"iro relies on pastresults as a predictor of the cu*ent state of tire operator,, 
"..o'oti,,-g';å*

Because cost-and working interest ownelghip are traditionalþ the key factors in se-lecting audit candidates, the CõPAS surrrey utro .oit"ins questions regarding the thre-sholds co--only used in-sel""tios audit 
"uodidrt"r. r¡r" following two charts reproducedwith the pemission of COpAS, oi" fo" dollar 

"*pori"-inet) and tîre other for working in_
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terest, show how companies have become more selective in this process over the past eightyears. Note: the dollars a¡e not adjusted for time value of money.
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(The term Lead is used to describe any audit in which a non-operator chooses to participate
in the audit by providing an employee or representative to lead or assist on the audit team.
The term Pay Only is used to describe audits in which a non-operator chooses to partici-
pate only by cost sharing an audit balloting process discussed later.)

D. Audit ProtocolslReporting

The COPAS audit protocol guideline provides in great detail what, is expected of both
flro nna¡ot^- o-Ä flra.-^--^^a¡ofa¡ TI^o -^mmrrnì¡q*innc n?^^aêc ia arrifo fnmol anrl imnqnfqv¡¡v ¡¡v¡^ v¡rv¡svv¡.

every aspect of the audit. Information required by both sides in the audit process is neces-
sary to the efficient conduct of an audit, and failure to follow acceptd practice can impact
audit rights and slow down recovery of claims.

Timely submission of the audit notification, or request, irnFacts when an.auditor can
perform the audit. Although the agreements grant t,Le right to audit, when an audit iS per-
formed is dependent on how timely the notification is received. A non-operator may wish to
perforrn the audit at a certain time of the year, but if the operator has received other earlier
requests the preferred time may not be available. llhe right to audit does not address when
the audiJ will be performed. The exact tining is usually at the convenience of the operator
as long as the 24-month limitation is not affected. If the 24month period is affected, the
operator is obligated to grant access or waive the limitation.

The operator is expected to provide what is known as JADE data (a transactional
listing of all charges) md ownership listings well in advance of the audit to allow for effec-
tive audit planning and preparation. If needed due to document storage and retrieval con-
straints, it is reasonable for the operator to request ¿ sq'nple selection well in advance of
the engagement to allow for retrieval of source documents. In turn, the operator is expected
to have all the,necessary records available at the time the audit com.mences. If an operator
does not provide this inforuation in time, the auditors may have to return for follow-up
work. These situations can escalate into disputes over audit rights and the inpact of t}ne 24-
month period, which creates unnecessarJ¡ tensions and more work for all parties.

Auditors are expected to adequately document all information requests and excep-
tions, and provide this infomation to the operator during the audit. The auditors expect
the operator to respond timely in order to clear up as many issues as possible during the
audit. One of the major ba:niers to claims resolution is the problem of auditors issuing in-
formation requests and exceptions at the conclusion of an audit, and/or operators not res-
ponding dr:ring the audit to those requests and exceptions that were timely submitted.

Audit exceptions must be presented. to the operator before the expiration of t}re 24-
month period. ïtre writing of an audit report is not necessarJ¡ to satisfy the 24-month limi-
tation, providing a written exception to the operator is all that is really needed. However,
this does not give non-operators license to delay reports. The ultimate resolution of audits is
dependent on dealing with information on a timely basis. Over time, the model fom ac-
counting procedures have become more detailed regarding the timeliness of this process,
and the COPAS audit protocol guideline tries to strengthen this by using the approach con-
tained in the COPAS 1995 model form accounting procedure. The COPAS 2005 model form,
while restructured somewhat, reinforces the concept of timely resolution.
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The audit report itself is expected to contain certain basic infomation and be pre-sented in such a ìñ¡ay that those charged with resolving claims can. easily understand theissues involved. Since there can be many non-operators in a joint operation, the report canhave a wide audience and clnirns may bL trackËd by a number of companies. Following ac-cepted audit protocol will make the proeess work -ã"" smoothly for a1l involved.. This is es-pecially true in how non-operators work together cooperativeþ in the joint conduct of anaudit' Work can be conducted more efficienttiy for all .orr.""oud if both sides in the processcomrnunicate and respond effectively

E. Audit Participation/Costs

The audit provisions in the various coPAS accounting procedures do not explicitlyrequire non-operato".- to conduct joint audits, but from a p"r.ii.Jrt""¿p"irt it is acceptedindustry practice-'to do so and a reasonable;exÍ¡ectation ãr tu" operatori Tle model fomsused in Cariada"reqtürê:this approæh',an¿"r"¿fircr'+he audit .o.ig to be billed though thejoint account to the non-operators.l:The model foms rrsed in the United States,do not con-tain such provisions. Instead, non-operators are simply encouraged to perform these auditsjointly, and how that is done is b"""_{ on industry piactice, and not any contractual provi-sions contained in the agreements. However, it ísããre cost-effective and a better use ofnon-operator resources to conduct ajoint audit.

The practicc of balloting non-operators has evolved over the years and has been for-mally documented in the coPAS u,tot protocol guiãeHnes. It is ä*p".t"¿ that the non-operator with the largest'working in¿s¡gst will takã on the role of audrì.lead., and ballot theother non-opera'tors to determine-if they *irrt i" p*ti.iput" in the audit by supplying a per-son to:be a member of the audit tenm, particþate by,i;;lysñüin ih" .o"t" of the au_dit' or decline to partìcipate in the audit. costs of-the audit are tã be catculated using afixg$ gmount per auditor dav, plus actual traveiú;";. Thi;;""äü;iate is an amounrpublished bv coPAS each year, and is based. oo iï"-*u"rage labor .o*t äfoiäffihäAudit Benchma¡king Suwey, in conjunction with U.S. Department of Labor statistics onchanges in average wages'for professional workers. This rate is intend.ed for use by non-operators to equalize costs, and it is not to be construed as 
""p""."oÇãìy.or,rrrrercial ormarket rate for contracVconsulting aüditors.

Ttre cost of performing audits is als_o an apparent factor in the decision-makingprocess over whether to participate in an aud^it or to åecün" 
"" r"¿ii¡Ji-ot 

""."i.red 
from aco-owner in the property who wishes to have an aucl.it performed. elt¡""ãr. another factorto consider in selecting audits is the_working interest of the non-operator, if the workinginterest of the lead audit company is low, anã there are no other audit participants, the li-kelihood the audit will cost -o"ã thu' it recovers will go ,rp. The"e 

"lã 
ti-"r, however,whe-n !her9 may only be-one ngnopelat-ed working i"t"rãrt 

"*"""ïi¿ìto-op""utor hasno choice if the propertyhas suffìciently large doxË exposure to merit audit coverage.

F. Audit fssues

!Ìre amount of joint interest audit clsirns written annually, an¿ the high recoveryrates reported year-after-year evidence the complexity of a.rorrrrii"t ø" l"int operations.Accounting for and auditing any major operation witträ high number of transactions is na-

itl
iÍi
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turally subject to some error. The most recent benchmarking data published by COpAS in-
dicates that on average approximat ely 7 .5 percent of the amounts õhargea oo ä ¡oiot inter-
est billing result in an exception, and over half of all nmounts clsimed result in recoveries.
The additional challenge of accounting for a variety of properties, all subject to different
agreements compounds the chance for error. Likewise, it can result in audit claims that are
in error. Auditors are expected to understand how the various accounting procedures in use
today vary by vintage, to know the impact of numerous elections containé¿ in these agree-
ments, and to recognize what provisions are frequently subject to dispute over interpreta-
ticn end ecccunting application of the agreement

The various interpretations COPAS has issued over time to provide guidance in imple-
menting their modelform accounting pmcedures have helped. clear up *o*" ãf thu *gray*Ë*,,
surounding accounting procedure language. But, there 

"till 
*" certain issues that rfouire sp+,

cial examination by the auditor and the experience to nndersta¡rd how.nu"g"" for.,¿rpar+icuiar
function or activity should be,classified. Sãme operatcii!','"audnoniopratoÃ-simply tnn"+ttg,
ferent perspective when it comes to certain *rtr, and accounting'p""ti."".1"r";nr"îr"*
areas" account for most of the recundng nunber of audit claims õported, after coding *r-*,
regardless of what accounting procedr:re may be in effect. This is pa*ic"l*.tv the case when it
comes to some of the older vintage model forms which were written in a far different time, both
organizationally and technologicall¡ in the oil and gas industry

The more co''mon issues encountered involve overhead, supenrision, and technicallabor exceptions, surplus materials, the location of directly chargèable activities, t¡1e 24-
month limitation for adjustments and audits, end out-sourced functions *fri.fr J* ir-;;
head-related issue. Ttreses areas of recuring audit dispute are each addressed individua¡y
below, as is an emerging issue regarding catáshoph" .J"tg

G. Overhead Exceptions 
'" 

,

Hardly an audit report issued tod.ay doesnlt contain at least several claims asso-
:i** with exceptions entitled "Costs Coveied by Overhead." COPAS surveys confim. thatthis has been, and continues to be, an ongoing ,o,rr." of aud.it disputes. This is due, in part,to accounting proceduie forms containing a number of elections in the overhead 

"".ìiooiand the various models in use today contai.ing different provisions

level supenrisors" may or may not be considered as covered by overhead. Even if considered
to be-directly chargeable, disputes can arise over both the issue of being..in the field,, as op-
Po"9d to being "on the joint property" and how many people csn be chLged und.er the firstltvsl srrpervision provisions. The treatment of technical-labor costs as ä direct charge or
overhead is also an election in some agreements. The accounting for technical labor costs
can be different for on_site and off_sits lr,rployees, and different f"o_ or," agreement to thenext' There are different definitions on w[at wells may or may not be included in the well
counts used to calculate overhead, and the language on when-drilling overhead can be ap-plied differs from model form to model form.

, Although COPAS has issued interpretative material on what constitutes overhead,not all topics are covered and there confinles to be gray areas. Consequenily companies of-
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ten hold differing viewpoints, and this results in audit claims. Underlying some of thesecleims can be friclions fueled by the b-elief of many operators that they are not ad.equateþ re.covering their indirect costs through the overheud 
"uìu* 

and by non-oierators that ihu oi""*-tor is over-recovering its overhead costs. Non-operators are not usually wi[ing to amend therates unless they are provided vrith compelling evidence the operator is not adequateþ reco-vering costs, and even then are reluctani to do so since most accounting proced'res allow foran annual adjustment of the rates. For example, a $300 a month ove"hãad 
"ate 

negotiated in1976 will have escalated to over $1,200 by zooo. Also, unanimous approval of the parties is
':sually requlred to emend the o"'erheed iates, unless Éhe c¡ierator lt". tn* abitity to cha.-gedifferent rates for different non-o¡rerators, whiúh can be dtd"rtto-ã;. 

- ^

Regardless of the cause, this rt;fficulty in a'nending overhead rates can create situa-tions' where operators are perceived as, bËing.aggressiie in classifying items as direct
g:Larges to the ioinfiaccount, which compeb¡noä""fiã"uto"" to pay pu"tt"or* aftention dur-ing joint interesf'audits:'foftosts chargÞd, h.âf-Goulürbe classified as overhead

H. Sur¡rlus Material Exceptions

Most accounting procedures state the operator should avoid the accumulation ofsurplus stocks' If for e-xample,the one¡at9r routineþ brought 5-10 percent more tubing andcasing to a drill site than called for in drilling pro"g:*, such actions could be consideredprudent to prevent au unexpected need to stop-rlifliäg operation becaus","tr|1-"iifo]i;ö
of usable material *e." ttot on location. But, if ttrais-urptus is not used and the excess notcredited timeiy to the joint property, an audii exception will likely result. If the surplus ma-terial is a specialty item, or there is no imrnediáte need for the surplus, the operator isfaced with either absorbing the cost of the t*pt"r o" receiving an audit exception and clnirnfor credit' The reconciliatiãn of materials cuarþa to materials used in the well is a coürmonaudit step that results in frequent exceptions Ãsociated with drilli"t*;iir.
I. Location of Chargeable Activiúies

Technical labor can be a significant cost and is treated differently under the variousmodel fo-rm accountfng procedureî. Th;õóËÃlîgðz'r.counrins p"o."a,îää;, ä;äicharges for technical labor employed 
9n the joint property. Beginningwith the CopAS 196gaccounting procedure, elections were insert"¿ io tU" äu""t 

"r¿-rectioi "rrã 
tn" parties woulddeternine during negotiation of the agreennent whether technical labor on the joint proper-ty (on-site) woultl be a direct charge or covered by the overhead rates. The same electionapplies to technical labor not emproye$ gr lhe joirrt prop"*y but direcfly ;;pr"y;jil;;operation of the joint property (off-site). This eËction for off-site technical labor was elimi_nated in the COPAP l974-accounting procedure, but was reinstated with the 1gg4 modelfg*t In addition, the coPAS 2005 accounting procedure contains a third technical lao-orelection in the overhead section of the docum'eit which allows direct charges for oflsitetechnical labor but only as to drilling redrilling, a""f";.tg sidetracking, operations.

Auditors closely review the overhead elections in this area as it relates to companypersonnel, and recognize that these elections atso appþ to costs for third-party consultantsand professional services in these different_a."orroiì-åiprocedures. In addition, whether ornot an election has been made that allows for the diå; charging of technical labor, indus-

'I ii?È
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try practice is that technical labor still has to meet a litmus test of work related to a specific
operating problem or condition. If the technical person is performing overhead functions
(such as accounting or administrative activities) his or her time can not be charged, irres-
pective of the technical labor elections.

Additionally, the auditor needs to consider the underlying meaning of the joint prop-
erty definition in these accounting procedures. Although the question '\nLere is the prope;-
ty''seemsasimpleone,itisnotandauditorshavebeenobsen¡ed'takenexceptionsto
charges because they: did not f'ully appreciate that ..on-site" does not necessarilSr neean ..on
the lease." The joint property definitions in the various COPAS accounting proced.ure re-
mained almost the sârne over time, and provide that the joint property consists of both the
real and nersonal property of the joint account. An example of employees working directly

"n lhu joint property'but not being on the lease would be work feúormed in fabricatioä
yards where equipment and facilities are tested or constructed, includiÌIg:.the sites where-:;.jisãi.:*.,c:,,::iìi.
such equipment is loaded out for shipment. The COPAS 2005 acrotrntift $-iotettirre ** tte ' ::.:-*-e=.+.-:;;:,

first to provide examples of such activity where in the definitions sectiÃ-of the accounting
procedures COPAS states:

" 'On:site' means on the Joint Property when in direct conduct of Joint Opera-
tions. The term 'On-Site' shall also include that portion of Offshore Facilities,
Shore Base Facilities, fabrication yards, and staging areas from which Joini
Operations a¡e conducted, or other facilities that directly control equipment on
the Joint Property, regardless of whether such faciliiies 

""" o*ì"d by the
Joint Account." " --- -¿

The excerpt below from the COPAS MFI-21, "Overhead - Joint Operaticns,, helps
further define chargeable technical labor functions and addresses several issues tft" "o¿itãr 

I
needs to consider in reviewing such charges:

"On'site Technical Labor is a term used to refer to time spent on the Joint
Property by Technical Personnel to handle specific operating conditions or prob-
lems. 'lOn the Joint Propert/' or Íon-site" means that activities are performed
in the vicinity 

f 
the real and personal property subject to theãgreement. ,¡i

Work performed at the site of construction yards is considered on-site even
though the Joint Propert¡' is not physicalty installed at its permanent location,
because Joint Property includes personal property 

""g*dl""* 
of its location.

Time spent by Technical Personnel at the siie of construction yards in verifring
satisfactory performance of the contractor and in performing iuality control in-
spections will qualify as "handling a specific operating conditiãn orlroblem" as
indicated in the preceding paragraph. In addition, Technical Personiel perfom-
ing offshore operations may visit tie-in platforns on production systems that
are not owned by the Joint Account but which serve the Joint Operation in
question. Visits to these sites are considered on-site Technical Labor.i

MFI-21 also provides definitions of professional and technical skills, discusses the is-
sues su¡rounding the use of outside consultants, and addresses ühe question of travel time
to and from the joint property. The questions over which employees *ttoot¿ be classified as



professional and/or technical, and when then employees may or may not be directlycharged, should be considered by auditors as theyi"ni"* the technical labor elections inaccounting procedure.

J. COPAS z4-Month Limitation

A basic aud'it test is to be alert for charges that relate to prior periods. The COpASaccounting procedures and Model Form Interpietation No. ¿o C.à¿-montr, Adjustment pe-
riod for Joint Aceount Adju*s¿¡nst-ts") cle4rl,v siate that " ... no adjr:g¡.ns.nf r"J"..¡î"-ìï irrîoperator shall be made unless it is made within said 24-month adjusd;t p;Ji-i-fr;although the interpretation provides_for logical uouptio* to this rule, the intent is that thejoint account closes after 24 months from tÉe end ofihecalendar y"*ir, ,rni"n the billing isrendered' coPAS rewrote this inierpretation in 1998 because the previous language wasnot sufficiently clearto prevent,@isplrìes between operalors-a¡rd..non-operators. rn addition,the model form haschanged'to1al'low.qa,ny-out-or-ñl¿ udjustments that are not initiatedby the operator and areleyo"¿ ä" control. the s-urrsr¡ version of MFI-40 is much morespecificandseemstohave.resolvedmanyoftheissues.

one common-area of dispute fvoþd costs not previously billed to the joint account.The argument was.tha! if something had never been charged in the first place, there \üas no"adjustment" and the 24-month limitation did. ""t "pprv. 
The curent """J; ;ilil. fr;:pretation does allow qn operator to charge to the joinïaccount a bill from a third-party that

P9 ""! been previouslv ieceived from the contrJcbr üä;" in#;" had received rhebiu and simply faited to process the charge tttr ;;ãered out-of-period and not billable tothe joint account.

Another "gral area" involved audit cl{ms Non-operators found that audit slaims some.times resulted in additional charges to the joint account'arising from corrections that were dis-covered in researching unrelated items. Although it;; bgñd th"t üÃg an audit clai-opened the 24month period, it was not logical tñat the Àti"" joint account wa.s opened for re-hoactive adjustment because one or more s¡æciñc transactions $rere questioned. Tlre cu¡:rentv'ersion of MFI40 addressed this issue in thelxampler ,".tion of that document:

EXAMP.IE qi, eo u,r¿it excqrtion regarding the basis of an allocation d.oesnot permit adjustment to .ottt tobject ão that-allocation or other aspects of theallocation. In addition an audit exception regarding a charge(s) in the alloca_tion pot does not pennit adjustment to other costs included or not included inthe allocation pot or any other aspecù ofthe alocation.

Ð(AMPLE G2: fl ayait exception regarding the d.irect charge or allocation ofa speciûc individual charge does nãt pu"Ãit adjustment to similar directcharges or allocations of a like nature within the seme or other periods.

At issue is a basic question of trust between operator and non-operator, specifically,whether audits are conducted with objectivity, i¿"niiryiog both potential overcharges andpotential undercharges. concerns that operators had ,rrrd.ru ad.vantage in making retroac-tive a{iustments were also considered. 
-consensus 

ãevetopea by focusing on the co'rmon

j
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goal ofavoiding disputes before they becarne significant, and on the benefits to all parties to
close the open audits and audit periods as timeþ as possible.

K. Out-Sourced Functions

It has become cornrnonplace for oil. and gas companies to outsource certain support
functions as part of reorganization efforts to reduce costs. It may simply be more efficient
for a company to procure services from the outside rather than maintain large staff, and it
may be *ore practieol to use er-perienced personnel fro¡n service fi::¡ss tha:r to hi:re, trgin,
and manage a large work force from within. In times of unsteady workloads it is far easier
to hire consultants on a short-term basis, than to keep an internal support group productive
over the long ter:n.

If an operator has outsourced part of its work force, the auditor needs to closely @xr=s:¿-r. .;
smine third-party invoices charged to the joint account to see iåÂ¡¡rssionscharged di.r,ectl¡r.=ff:',=t:.::.:,:,:i.*e
to the joint account should be covered by overhead. Certain functions, whether based on ac-
tivities of operator employees, affiliates, or contractors, are not allowed as a direct charge
because the function detemines the classification of costs as direct or overhead. The 1984
COPAS accounting procedure addresses this issue in the direct charges section:

5. SERVICES

The cost of contract senrices, equipment, and utilities used in úhe conduct of
Joint Operations, except for contract services, equipment, and utilities covered
by Section lll(Ouerheød), or Section II.7 (Affiliates), or excluded under Section
II.9 (Legal Expense). Awards paid to contractors shall be chargeable pursuant
to COPAS MFI- 49 ('Awards to Employees and Contractors"). 1

The costs of third party Technical Senrices are chargeable to the extent ex-
cluded from the overhead rates under Section III(Ouerhead.).

Many auditors heve developed special audit sampling techniques to identify overhead
costs that were charged directly to the joint account through third-party service contractors.
Based on experierr"" f"o- other audits, and knowledge oî the t¡rpìs o-f work perforned by
vârious servise fims, a specialized sample can be developed from the JADE file supplied by
the operator (if vendor nârnes are provided). Tleis has been an effective approach, particu-
larly as to engineering, design, and drafting services.

L. Emerging fssue - Catastrophe Costs ,

As discussed earlier, COPAS 1995, 1998, and 2005 accounting procedures changed
the overhead provisions used in previous model forms by eliminating the use of different
overhead rates for cost related to catastrophes and cost related to major construction. It
was always difñcult determining when a catastrophe ended and reconstruction began, and
it was also diffi.cult to support from an accounting standpoint why the two related activities
didn't require the sa"'e administrative and technical effort. It appears there is also an in-
consistency in the earlier model forms between the technical labor elections under the ma-
jor construction and catastrophe overhead provisions. What this change did not address is
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that like all the other model form accounting procedures in use, the 2005 COPAS account-
ing procedure is not designed to address the unk¡rown, unusual, and unforeseeable cost that
may be associated with a major disaster, and the special efforts required to bring a property
back to operational readiness. The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure defines a catastrophô
as follows:

"Catastrophe is defined as a sudden calamitous event bringing damage, loss,
or destruction to property or the environment, such as an oil spill, blowout,
a.vnlnsinn 'ffra cfnm lrtv-d¡ono ;* atlran l;^--+^- rTrL^ ^-.^*L^^l ;^¿^ ^L^rl L-t ¡¡s¿¡v4vt v¡ vu¡¡e¡. w@uç¡. ¿¡¡g VVgI¡Il;Cll¡ ¡iaþli ltIIË[U lrti
applied to those costs necessarJ to restore the Joint Property to the equiva-
lent condition that existed prior to the event."

Although it seems at first glance the costs being addressed would, bè the very t¡pes of
costs provided for as direct char.gesi.in an accounting+procedure, events of the past sãveral
years susgest that costs.and:allsieatiowissu.es mayiatise.that aie sit''Fly not contemplated in , -
a standard accounting procedure. For'example, all model foms accounting procedures allow
{or the charging of direct labor enployed in joint operations. However, op-erators have been
faced with having to provide housing and other assistance to even keep their labor force in-
tact after a mqjor disaster such as occured in the Gulf Coast areas in 2005. Ttris is not a cost
contemplated by t¡pical model accorrnting proced.ures, and could be construed. by some as a
cost other$rise covered by overhead even though the rates agreed to when an agreement was
negotiated would in all likelihood not have taken such a cost into consideration.

It has been esti'nated that d.uring the fall of 2005 over 100 platforms in the Gulf of
Mexico were destroyed and that over õ0 other platforms we"e sev"i"ly da'r,aged. The d.am-
aged platforms that could be repaired required long-term restoration efforts. While the re-
pair work was underway, the production workers still needed to be paid in order to retain
this highly skilled work force. Whether the cost of standby labor is chargeable to a joint ac-
count is not an item addressed by a typical accounting proced.ure. Also, many of theþes of
activities and costs covered by fixed per well overhead rates for producing overhead *" ¡"-
ing incured by operators even when a platform is being repaireã. Howevãr, these overhead.
rates are only chargeable when there are wells being- produced. This raises the question of
whether it'is apþropriate'foran operator to bill thèse overhead rates when the wells are
down, and whether it is reasonable for non-operators to expect operators to absorb these
costs soleþ

COPAS initiaterl a study in the fall of 2005 of the accounting and auditing issues as-
sociated with these disasters. The charge of the teern assigned. this project was to identify
the challenges and unforeseen costs facing operators, as well as the difficulties already be-
ing_encountered by operators and. non-operators in d.ealing with the sharing of these costs,
and to develop recommended solutions for use by both. It is contemplated. this work will re-
sult in the issuance of a Model Form Interpretation.

In addition to the issues posed above, the teqm has identified additional areas where
problems may arise in attempting to apply accounting procedure provisions in dealing with
the unforeseen costs associated with reconstruction. One of ths issues identifi.ed include
questions over handling well count based allocations of facility costs, when there are no
wells producing. Costs of staffing and maintaining idle production facilities, facilities that

,rj j:':\ I

:i. 1:i,
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traditionally were billed out based on production volumes handled, is another example of
where operators need other ways to bill these costs that are provided for in the agreements.
Surcharges for fuel and material, added costs for using temporary staging areas for con-

ducting operations, and facility sharing are also being studied.

From an accounting and auditing perspective, the simple administration of the joint
interest bi[ing process has been affected which also impact the auditing process. Account-
ing offrces were destroyed or shut down for extended periods; accounting records ¡¡¡¡s¡s nlse
tloof- tto.l n- lncf l\rTo.-.t ¡na¡ofnrc wa-o cimnlrr nn* olrlo fn icarro hillinoc fnr q nrrrnhp.r nfsveu¡vJvs ^r¡q¡J 

v'v¿v s¡gl,

months. Yet, costs were still being incu:red. Non-operators were asked to delay or deier au-
dits. Some non-operators were told there are no records to audit. These are all issues that
will have impact when audits of 2005 and 2006 costs, to be performed in the 2007 and 2008
audit cycles. It is contemplated that COPAS Ìvill have published an interpretation to meet
this;.fimefrerne. :: :j!:::1tr-..:t j:1¡ r. 1-. ç.

I,EGAL ISSI]ES IN TIIE PAST
ANp LEGAL TSSIJES TrrAT il[rGHT ARrSE rN TrrE FtrrttRE6

A- Contract Interpretation Applicable to COPAS Accounting Procedures

Before addressing a number of the specific issues that courts have addressed which
involve the COPAS accounting procedures, one must keep in mind that the accounting pro-
cedure is an exhibit often attached to a contract-the joint operating agreement-which is
interpreted by the courts as any other çontract. As such, courts have routineþ used general
rules of contract interpretation to interpret accounting procedures. Oklahornø OiI & Gøs
Explorøtion Drílling Progrømu. W.M.A. Corp,877 P.2d613, 615 (Okla. Ct. App. 1994).

As a contract, th,e language in the COPAS accounting procedure is to be given its plain
and or,dinary meaning unless some technical tem is used in a manner meant to conve¡r a spe-

cific tee,hnical concepL Id.If the language is clear and unambiguous, the courts interpret the
language as a matter of law. /d. Ihe court in Pitno Prodtrctbn Co. u. Chøpørral Erærg6 hæ.,63
P.3d 541, 54546 (OHa. 2003) recapitulated the rules for construing a JOA:

'"Ihe JOA is a contract to be construed like any other agreement. If language
of a contract is clear and free of ambiguity the court is to interpret it as a
matter of law, Stving effect to the mutual intent of the parties at the time of

' This section was authored by Jonathan D. Baughman. For additional legal analysis of COPAS accounting
procédures, see Karla Bower & Mark D. Christiansen, COPAS For Lan,lmen And Lawyers, 48 Rocþ Mt. Min.
L. Inst. g 26 (2002); Susan Richardson, lVill Stapling Create Harmony? Or The Art Of Reconciling The JOA ADd
The COPAS, Dallas Bar Ass'n, Augrrst 19-20, 2004, "Review of Oil & Gas Law XD(f' Ben H. Welmaker, Oil And
Gas Accounting Procedures: Claims For Ad¡justments Ánd Audit Issues, State Bar of îexas, 24ù A¡rnual Ad-
vanced Oil, Gas and Energy Resources Law Course (October 2006); Jonathan Baughman & Derrick Price, CO-
PAS And the 2005 COPAS Accounting Procedures-Significant Changes For Changing fimes, State Bar of
Texas, Section Report, March 2006.
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contracting. \ilhether a contract is ombieiuous and hence requires extrinsic ,, ..

evidence to clarify the doubt is a question of law for the courts....The mere 1 i

fact the parties disagree or press for a different constrrrction does not make
an agreement s'nbigpous. A contract is ambiguous if it is reasonably suscept-
ible to at least two different constructions. To decide whether a contracf is
ambiguous we look to the language of the entire agreement."

See ølso North Central Oil Corp. u. Louisiønø Lønd, & Exploration Co., 22 S.ïtr.gd
572,'575-76 (Tex. App.-Houston [1" Dist.] 2000, pet. Cenied) (ccntrect is nct s.mbigucus if
it can be given a definite or certain mesni¡g as a matter of law. On the other haná, if the
contract is subject to two or more reasonable interpretations, the contract is ambiguous).

:. It i1 only when the contract or COPAS accounting procedure is ambiguous that ex- . L-

;, -,,i' ..',.. trinsic evidence such as the actions and conduct of the parties as well,asiináustry custom.... ;,¡::j:,,:-r1a,,,.:,;.

;:i'::''::.:,:':å;rì'd usage become artrnissibtre. As one court has pointed out: r'[t]he:fail.urorof'a"JoAto ex= ì...r.r-:r:=;:.
pressly address a question may create an a'nbiguity requiriag extrinsic evidence, such as
industry custom and usage, to detemine the intent of the parties." Stephenson u. óræok, gg
P.3d 7L7, 721' (Okla. Ct. App. 2oo4) citing Oxley u. Generøl Atløntii R¿sources, Inc., g86
P.zd 943,946) When the meaning of an nmbiguous contract is in dispute, evidånce of ex-
trinsic facts is admissible, and'construction of the contract becomes 

" 
*i*"4 question of law

and fact and should be submitted to the jury under proper instructions.-stephenson u.
Oneok,99 P.3d 7L7,721(Civ. Ct. App. Okla. 2004). For anlxce-llent article providing a de-
tailed analysis of the use of custom and usage in oil and gas litigation see David E. Þierce,
Defining Th9 Role Of Industry Custom And Usage In Oilê C* Utigation, 5z SMU L.Rev. ¡;,."'.i,
388 (Sprins20}4). i j

': In fact, on several occasions, courts þ¿ys ¿dmitted testimony concerning custom and
usage in the industry which has included reference to COPAS publications .- See Atløntic
Richfinld Co: u. Holbein,672 S.\ry.2d 507, 515-16 (Tex. App.-Dalias 1984, nrrit ref d n.r.e.)
(court admitted testimony citing COPAS manual that inãustry wide practice was to deduct
allocated volume for fuel gas before computing settlement o*ãd to royalty owners); Cass u.
Steplæns,156 S.\4i.3d 38, 53-54 (Tex. App.-El Paso 2004, pet. deni"â) (õou* admitted ex-
pert's testimony and reliance upoñ COÞAS -Bullbtins in ãpining tnát'op""rt"" f"ifã li
comply with COPAS accounting procedure); HI Mountaín Ener{y Corp.lu. Aurø Oit Co.,
2002 \4IL 660891 (Tex. App.-El Paso 2OO2) (court found that parties tra¿ contemplated ad-
ditional overhead adjustments as operations continued. Howãver, there was no set over-
head adjustment formula and court found. future adjustments would be governed by CO-
PAS). Nevertheless, as the Texas Supreme Court has pointed out, while ôon"r* of perfor-
mance' course of dealingcnd trade usage can supplement or qualify the express terms of
the contract, they cannot be used to contradict the õlear and unambii.,or6 terms of the con-
tract. Sun Oil Co. u. Madnley, G26 S.W.Zd 726,TBZ(Tex. 19g1).

PAS accounting procedure are in conflict with the joint operatiog ãg"""*ent. However,
each of the pre-printed A.aP.L. model form operating agreementJ ttñ" 1956, rg77, tggz
and 1989) contain a provision stating that in the event ãf a-conflict between the terms of the
operating agreement and the accounting procedure, the terms of the operating agreement
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prevail. See, e.g., A.A.P.L. Form 6L0 Model Fom Operating Agreement-1956, \ 8 ønd
A.A.P.L. Form 610-L989 Model Form OperatingAgreement, Art. II.

B. Applicability of COPAS Model Form Interpretations and Accounting
Guidelines

COPAS issues publications to assist the ind.ustry in addition to issuing the COPAS
accounting procedures. COPAS Accounting Guidelines (AGs) assist in establishing industry
stendsrds end Model F'orn Interyretations (MFIs) 

"*ssist the ind.r:-stry h interprethg the
various COPAS accounting procedures. These publications are updated by COPAS on a
regular basis and provide recoûrmendations and guidelines for joint account issues that
tend to arise in practice.u

As discussed.above, courts generally treat the COPAS accounting procedures as any
,other, contract. Ilrerefore, if the language of the accounting procedure is clea¡ and unanbi:
guous under the circumstances of the dispute, the court should not consider industry cus-
tom or usage to contradict the language contained in the accounting procedure. Tlris can
become iniFortant in whether a cou¡t will consider the numerous resources that COPAS has
published such as the Model Fom.Interpre-tations and Accounting Guidelines.

C. Past Legal Issues Involving The COPAS Accounting Procedure.

When one considers how long COPAS accounting procedures have been used in the
industry, it is remarkable how relativeþ few reported cases there are dealing with the vari-
ous COPAS accounting proced.ures. This is a tribute to how well the COPAS organization
has established its model forms over time and how well in practice the members in the in-
dustry have resolved their disputes. As discussed below, most of the litigation surrounding
the COPAS accounting procedures has involved the legal presumption created by the Ad-
justments provision.

1. The Pertinent Provisions of the COPAS Accounting Procedure:
Statements and Billings (Section I of the Accounúing Procedure) and
the A{iustments Provision.

Undoubtedly, the most heavily litigated aspect of the COPAS accounting procedures
has involved the 24-month Adjustments provision. Since the creation of COPAS, each pub-
lished version of accounting procedures distributed by COPAS has contained an Adjust-
ments provision. In fact, provisions very similar to the Adjustments provision contained in
the COPAS accounting procedure $'ere in use prior to the existence of COPAS.t From a

' For instance, COPAS issued Model Form Interpretation õ1 for guidance in interpreting the 2006 COPAS
Accounting Procedu¡e.

'' ' For instance, the Court in Hørrß u. Ashlønd Oit & Refining Co., 31õ S.\ry.2d 327,32g (Tex. Civ. App.-El
Paso 1958, no writ) discussed an operating agreement entered into in 1954 which contained the following lan-
guage:

:'Operator shalt furnish to Non-Operato¡ an itemized statement of all expenditures, receipts, charges
and credits covering each month's bills hereunder, and such statement covering the preceding monthls bill
shall be mailed to Non-Operator on or before thirty (30) days thereafter, and within fifteen (16) days after
receipt by Non-Operator, Non-Operator shall pay the Operator, subject to further audit and a{iushent, if



practical and legal standpoint, the Adjustments provision con have the most significant le-
gal effect on a non-operator's ability to obtain adjustments to the joint interest account.
However, the Adjustments provision must be read in conjunction with the Statements and
Billings provision.

Tlre 1984 coPAS accounting procedure provides in pertinent part:

"statements and Billings. Operator shall bill Non-Operators on or before the
last da¡r of each month for their proportionate sha:re of the .Toht Aecount fi,.r
the précedins month. Such bilts *iu ¡å ";;;ñ;J;;-"il;J;il;identify the authority for expenditure, lease orlacilit¡ and all charges and
credits summarized by appropriate classifications of investment and ãxpense
except that items of Controllable Material and unusual charges and cred.its
shall be separateþ identifìed and fully described in detail." ,,{,;:;¡ii}!e:.:.;:J.-

..-: -.'.

: lþdju¡tments. Pa¡rment of any such bills shall not prejud.ice the right of any
Non-Operator to protest or question the co¡rectness thereof; provided, howev-
er, all bills and statements rendered to Non-Operators by Operator during
any calendar year shall conclusively be presumed to be true and comect after
twenty-four (24) months following the end of any such calendar year, unless
within the said twenty-four (24) month period a Non-Operator takes written
exception thereto and makes claim on Operator for adjustment. No adjust-
ment favorable to Operator shall be made unless it is made within the same
prescribed period. TIee provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent ad.just-
ments resulting from a physical inventory of Controllable Material as pro-
vided for in Section V."

The 2005 coPAS accounting procedure provides in relevant part:

"2. Statementp And Billings. The Operator shall bill Non-Operators on or

count for the preceding month. Such bills shall be ¿sssynpanied by statements
tlrat identify-the AFE (ar.rthority for expenditure), lease or facîlity, and all
charges and credits sunmarized by appropriate categories of invesúnent and
expense. Controllable Material shall be separately identified and fully de-

, scribed in detail, or at the Operator's option, Controllable Material máy be
summa¡{zed by major Material classifications. Intangible drilling costs, audit

l¡ .È

necessary' its proportionate share of the sum orsu-'. so erpendedby the Operator for the d.evelopment and
o_peration of the premises for oil, gas and casinghead gas; pirsu¿de¿, inøt, t¡io objection is made iy the Non-
operator within si.x (6) months, the støtement furnisied, by the operator ihøIt be finøl ønd conclusive a,s to
the chørges. All accounts shall d¡aw interest at the rate of six (-O) per cenhrm p;; ;;; after sixty (60)
daYs from the last day of the month in which ctrarge is made. Non-öperator shail have access during-regu-
lar business hours and at reasonable intervals to operator's books and all records retating to the opãradon
and may make audits semi-annually of said accounts. The operato" 

"ttai 
ilil¡ñì;; held for any ex-

pense involved in such examination or audit." (emphasis addeà).
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adjustments, and unusual charges and credits shall be separately and clearly
identified."

**{.

4. Adjustments. A. Payment of any such bills shall not prejudice the
right ofany Party to protest or question the correctness thereof; however, all
bills and statements, including payout staúements, rendered during any

. calendar year shall conelr:sively be presu.med to be true and eorreet, with re-
spect only to e:çenditures, afber twenty-four (24) months follolring the
end of any such calendar year, unless within said period a Party takes spe-
cific detailed written exception thereto making a claim for adjustment. The

.;: Operator shall provide a resporu¡e to all written exceptions, whether or not
contained in'an audit report, within the time periods prescribed in Section I.5 :.: ,'r j: ,-

'(Expenditure'Aud.íts)." (emphasis added)

The revisions to the Adjustments provision in the 2005 COPAS accounting proce-
dure (as indicated by the highlighted language above), appear to clear up any gray areas
that may have existed under the prior versions of the accounting procedures as well as
make it clear that the written exceptions must be "specific and detailed" in order to avoid
the conclusive presumption that can be created

2. RelevantCaselawlnterpretingTheConclusivePresumption

Several federal and state courts throughout the country have interpreted the !'con-

clusive presumption" language used in the Adjustments provision.s These cases are dis-
cussed below.

a" Cølpeteo L987 a. Mørshøll Etcplorøtíon

ln Cølpetco 1981 u. Mørshall Exploration, 1nc.,989 F.zd 1408, 1416 (5'h Cir. 1993),
Jatttes Michael set up numerous limited partnerships ("Calpetco") which invested in oil and
gas deals with Marshall Exploration ('Marshall"). Marshall Exploration served.as the.op-
erator and Calpetco acted as non-operator. The Operating Agreement had "sta¡rdard ac-
counting procedures'l attached which provided:

"Calpetco may pay charges from Marshall rvithout prejudice to its right to
later contest their validity, However, all bills and statements issued in the
course of a calendar year are "conclusively....presumed to be true and cor-

' rect" 24 months after the end of the calendar year in which they were ren-
dered unless, vrithin those 24 months, the non-operator (Calpetco) '"bakes

e The Adustments provision has been described as acting for all practical purposes to shorten the statute of
limitations for breach of contract claims. Seø John Burritt McArthur, A Twelve-Step Program For COPAS To
Strengthen Oil & Gas Accounting Protection. 49 SMU Law Rev. (1996). The statute of limitations in most stat€s
is longer than 2 years. For example, Texas is 4 years, Texas Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. $ 16.004, Oklahoma is
fiveyears, 12 Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 95 (West Supp. 1996), New Mexico is six years, N.M. Stat. Ann. $ 37-1-3 (Mi-
chie 1990), Alaska is six years, Alaska Stat. $ 09.10.050 (Michie 1994), Wyoming is ten years,'Wyo. Stat. Ann.
$ 1-8-105(aXi) (Michie Supp. 1995), and Iouisiana has a ten-year prescriptive period, La. Civil Code Art. 3499.



written exception thereto and makes claim on Operator (Marshall) for ad-
justment."

Id' at' 1410. In its written opinion, the court noted that "the procedures are virtually
identical to those promulgated by the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies, and are
standa¡d in the oil and gas industry." Id. at 1410, n.1. The accounting procedures also al-
lowed Calpetco to audit Marshall's accounts and records within tlne 24 month adjustment
period. Audits were to be conducted at Calpetco's expense, and did not extend the time for
filinc wntten exeeptio¡s end de.ma¡,ls for ad.i'rst¡lent - Id,. at L410. f,lventuallv Calneteo- f.he'_e *--_ u-:-r ++ å-Âv-. sY=SVgG¡.i _v'ËiigùWut UÅÅC

non-operator, invested in 55 wells. Calpetco began to review certain charges and requested
documentation from Marshall. Extensive communication continued for almost 2 years with
Calpetco asserting overcharges by Marshall and Marshalt asserting that some of the Cal-
petco partnerships had not paid srnounts due. Marshall conducted at least a partial.review
of the Calpetco accounts and some adjustments \¡vere made. /d. ,,ai*l+d j.r¡,.¡.,,

rt'

Marsfralt nte¿ a lawsuit in 1987 against Calpetco seeking a declaration that charges
questioned by Calpetco were conclusively presumed correct. In response, Calpetco filed lG
counterclaims against Marshall. Subsequentl¡ Marshall moved for summary judguent on
grounds that Calpetco's claims were ba:red by the 24 month adjustments prwisiãn or the
Texas 4 year statute of limitations for breach of contract. Marshall claimeã that Calpetco
failed to provide sufficient written exceptions under the Adjustments provision.

Calpetco responded that the contractual and statutory statute of limitations should
be tolled because Marshall had fraudulently concealed its overcharges in addition to the ,ri.i 

..;

defenses of waiver and estoppel. The district court granted Marsha['Á motion for summary -, l, - ,.!
judgment holding that Calpef,ss's sleims were bared by the 24-month adjustmentr,p"orri-,
sion and that Calpetco failed to produce sufficient evidence to defeat summary judgment on
its clair.s of fraudulent concealment, waiver and estop¡el. Id, at 1411.

On appeal, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal hetd that the 24-month adjustments
provision governed all billing and pa¡nnents between Marshall and Calpetco throughout
thei¡ drilling ventures and that srunmary judgment Ìr¡as appropriateþ granted .guio.t tft"
fraudulent conce-alnent,'Ìvaiver,-s¡1d estoppel claims. l¿. at f¿fg. fo esta¡tish fraudulent
con¡ealment, the Court stated that Calpetco had the br¡rden of proving that 1) Marshall
had actual knowledge of the facts it allegedly concealed (the overchartes), and 2) it was
lIgrshall's 'frxed purpose" to conceal them." Id. at 1313-14. The court fãund that Calpetco
failed to meet its burden.

Calpetco claimed that its counterclaims filed in the lawsuit were sufficient '\¡rritten
exceptions" under the A{iustments provision. In addressing this argument, the court found
that Calpetco's counterclaims could not as a matter of law constitute a written claim for
adjustment since they did not point to specific charges or specific invoices and did not speci-
fy which partnerships or wells had been overcharged. Id,. at 1416. The Court also noted that
the lengthy communications between Marshall and Calpetco lacked sufficient specificity to
constitute the requisite exceptions and claims for adjustments. ld. The court also re¡eðted
Calpetco's clairn that Marshnll was estopped from asserting the 24 month a_djustment-s pro-
visionbecauseMarshallallegedlyactedinamannerinconsistentwiththatrightbyenter.
ing into negotiations with Calpeico. Tlre cor¡rü reasoned that Calpetco-traJno reason to be-



lieve that it need not file a written exception or file suit while awaiting the outcome of an
audit. Id. at L414.

b. Exxon a. Crosby-Mìssíssíppí Resources

In Exxon u. Crosby-Mßsissippi Resources¡ Ltd.,775 F.Supp. 969, 975 (S.D. Miss.
1991) affd in part and rev'd in part, 40 F.Sd 1474 (5d'Cir, 1995), the district cou¡t held that
the bills and statements rendered by the operator during the 24-month period were entitled
¿^ ^ ..¡^^-^l---:--^ --------¿:^-tt ^f -^-^^¿-^-- :f -.-:++^- ^-^^-+:^* ..,Ã- É^+ *-,¡^ tñitLi¡ *LaüU ¿t 'çUIfUII¡!¡IYE PIËËf¡UI},ü¡IJU U¡ (;u¡.fltùü¡l,ttüÐ I¡. vv¡Ilrültl¡ ltÀr/çPUIU¡l wæ l¡vu .u4se tY¡u¡¡gt u¡¡s

specifred time period. In analyzing the 24-month provision, the Court held that t}ne 24-
month provision did not violate a Mississippi statute which prohibited the alteration of a
statute of limitations for a cause of action by finding that the provision did not alter the sta-
tute.of,limitations but imposed a condition precedent to recovery.

The d,istrict court's decision that the 24-month Adjustments provision was valid un-
der Mississippi law was affirmed on appeal by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal. Er.xon
Corp. u. Crosby-Mississíppi Res Ltd.,40 F.3d L474 (5ú Cir. 1995). As discussed below, the
Fifth Circuit reversed in part the district court's application of the conclusive presumption
for those months where there was insuffi.cient evidence to show that the non-operator re-
ceived the joint interest billing statements required under the accounting procedure. The
only evidence that existed for these two months was a statement lacking the detail required
under the accounting procedure. As a result, the court held that the conclusive presumption
did not apply to these two months

e. And,erson v. Vínson Erplorøtíonr Inc.

In Anderson u. Vinson Exploration, 1nc.,832 S.W.zd 657, 665-67 (Tex. App.-El Paso
L992, writ denied), the non-operator contested the reasonableness of charges by the opera-
tor. Whiìe the court did not quote the applicable provision, the cor¡rt of appeal observed that
the accounting procedure attached to the joint operating agreement required the non-
operator to "take written exception to any bills and statements with which they disagreed
within twenty-four months after the end of the calendar year in which the disputed bills
and statements were rendered." Id,. Tlne court found thaf there was no evidence that'the
non-operator complied with this provision.

d. In re AntweíL

A bankruptcy court in New Mexico held that a non-operator's failure to object in
writing within 24 months of the end of the calendar yea.r waived his right to object to the
arnounts billed under New Mexico law. In re Antweil, tI.í B.R. 299, 303-04 (Bankr. D. N.M.
1990). In this case, the bankruptcy trustee of the estate of a debtor operator brought suit
against the non-operator seeking to recover for expenses under the te¡ms of the joint oper-
ating agreement. Both the operator and the non-operator had extensive experience in the
oil and gas industry and had entered into a joint operating agreement with attached extri-
bits which were standard in the industry. Id.. at 304. The parties attached a COPAS ac-
counting procedure to the joint operating agreement.
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Begtnning in 1982, the operator began sending the non-operator joint interest billing
statements.Id. at 304. The parties stipulated that some of the invoices issued by the opera-
tor contained over-billing. The non-operator testifi.ed that he orally objected to the account-
ing figures on more than one occasion as early as 1982. Id. at 304. However, he did not
submit written exceptions to the operator until 1986, outside of the 24-month period. At
that time, he wrote a letter requesting credit for the overcharges.

The court held that the non-operator waived his right to object to the amounts billed
qft.er f.ha fr¡¡antr¡-fnrr¡ mnnflr na-i^r{ o=-ì-orjl Í¿l aI QîA TiLo-'i-^ +L^ ^^'.-+ L^ìl +L^+ +L^

twenty-for:r month Adjustments provision which required one party to take written excep-
tion within the twenty-four nonth period was not unconscionable, illegal, eontrar¡r to public
policy, or grossly unfair. Id,. at 304. Interestingly, the court upheld the applicabitity of the
24 month Adjustments provision even though the court noted that it found the result "dis-
tasteful" in light of the fact that the non-operator was liable for a debt for which he,was
admittedly over-billed by the operator. Id. at 305.'[Iowever, the court 'réâi¡oned:'ühât:the
non-operator had extensive experience in ths oil and gas industry and must abide by the
agreement he entered into with full knowledge.Id. at 305.

e. Meríd'íøn OíI Prod,uetíot4 Ine. v. lJní;tsersol Resourees Corp,

In Merídíøn Oíl Production, Inc, u. Uniuersa.I Rcsources, Corp.,978 F.zd L267 (10'h Cir.
7992) (unpublished), the parties executed two joint operating agreéments und.er which seven
oil a¡rd gas wells were operated in OHahoma. The parties attached a COFAS accounting pro-
cedr¡re to the joint operating agreements..ld. Flom November 1981to January 1984, the non-
operators audited the operator's charges and prepared audit reports that were sent to the op-
erator. The audit reports detailed exceptions to thejoint account. Over the course ofseveral
years, the operator granted some exceptions and denied others while communications contin-
ued between the parties in an effort to resolve the open audit exceptions.

Several years later, the non-operator frled suit against the operator seeking to recov-
er for the exceptions not granted by the operator. The operator responded by asserting Ok-
lahoma's five year statute of limitations. The district court granted the operator's mãtion
for summarxr judgmerrt'on the basis that the non-operator's clnirns had expired under the
statute of limitations.

On appeal, the non-operator argued that the parties' participation in the audit process
tolled the statute of limitations and that the operator by having participated in the audit
process could not assert the statute of limitations as a defense. The court of appeals affirmed
the district court's ruting. In doing so, the court noted that the operating agreements did not
require the completion of the audit procedure prior to filing suit. Likewise, the court pointed
out that the'operating agreements did not provide that the statute of'limitations¡ was tolled
once the audit process was invoked and underway.As a result, the court held that the par-
tiesl particþation in the audit process did not toll the statute of limitations.

In addition, the court rejected the non-operator's argument that the operator was
estopped from asserting the statute of limitations because the operator received an imme-
diate, uncontested pa¡rment under the Adjustments provision. lhe courb reasoned that the
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operator did not do anything to thwart the non-operator's effort to bring their claims within
the period required under the statute of limitations.

f. Cadd,o Oíl Co.r Inc. u. O'Bríen.

InCadd,o OiI Co., Inc. u. O'Bricn,g08 F.zd 13, 15 (5" Cir. 1gg0), the parties entered
into,a written operating agreement in 1975 even though the parties had operated for a
number of years before based on an oral agreement. Tnã disputã centered around whether
the ne.'-o''e.rator eonse.nted to the dnlling õf s"o*tr --actd---tional wells and consented. to an in-
creased monthly operating fee for other wells operated by the operator. Id. at 16. Although
the court did not quote the applicable provision, the parties apparently had an Adjustments
provision very similar to the COPAS accounting procedure.

The trial court for¡nd tlmt-the npn-operator did not consent to the driling of the ad-
=ditional wells, and was thus .not;liable, fo¡,his share of the development costs. The operator
argued that the non-operator impliedly agreed to the drilling of the additional wells as the
parties had spoken about the wells on numerous occasions and exchanged correspondence
about the wells. The operator also showed that the non-o¡rerator had accepted production
revenue from the additional wells. Id. at 16. However, the court found that the non-operator
did not consent to the additional wells as it was the practice of the operator to obtain con-
sent in writing and had in fact sought the non-operator's consent by a letter requesting the
non-oPerator's signature. The non-operator did not sign the proposed letter. Instead of
treating the non-operator as electing to go non-consent on these wells, the operator treated
the non-operator as consenting to the additional wells.

Tkre trial court found that operator's billings were entitled to a presumption of cor-
rectness. The court of appeal noted that the non-operator was given ample opportunity to
audit the operator's records but did not do so. .Id. at t7. The trial court also aplarently ãon-
sidered evidence by the non-operator to determine whether the non-operator could rebut
the presumption of correctness of the operator's billings by proving fraud in the execution
or breach of the contract. Id. at 16.

D.. - Some Conclusions That May Be Drawn From The Caselaw For the Conclu-
sive Presumption

1. To Be Entitted to the "Conclusive Presumptionr" The Bills and
Statements Should Comply with the COPAS AccountingProcedure

lnExxon Corp. u. Crosby-Mi.ssrssþpi Res., Ltd.,40 F.gd L474,1488 (5'h Cir. 1995),
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal was faced with a situation where the operator had sent
out bills and statements for a number of months which were received by the non-operator.
However, there were two months of bills and statements which the operator could not es-
tablish that the non-operator received. Instead, the operator was able to show that the non-
operator received a "status of account statement" which reflected the unpaid balance due
from the previous month and added current monthly charges reflected oo th" joint opera-
tions statements.
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The Court held that the conclusive presumption applied to the bills and statements
received by the non-operator but did not apply to the two months for which the operator
was only able to establish "status of account statements" were received by the non-operator.
In so ruling, the court held that the operator's "status of account statements" were not de-
tailed enough to satisfy the joint operating agreement's billing requirements. In doing so,
the Court noted that the agreement required the operator to prepare bills for the preceding
month which'þill be ¿ssompanied by statements which identify the authority for expendi-
ture, lease or facility, and all charges and credits, summarized.by appropriate classifi.ca-
a:^-- ^f :---^^r-^-¿ ^--l --^--r ¿L^¿ :¿--- ^f .ar--r-^I1-Ll- tÍ-r^--:^l --l ---------lùllrlÁÈt lrl ltlvltltü¡IlËllù aa¡.¡r¡ rr¿r,frefl¡tç g¡fUEPl, ùt'laa¡, lùElllìJ tl l/UIIUT-Ull¡tLrlE lYr¡t-ùeI-¡A¡ ¡1II(¡ t¡Ill¡litt n
charges and credits shall be separateþ identified and fully described in detail." Id. tTrre
Court found that the operator's "status of account statements" was not detailed enough to
satisfy the joint operating agreement's billing requirements for these two months and was
thus not entitled to the conclusive presumption under the adjustments provision..Id.

i{;J _a

2. The "Conclusive Presumption" May Be Rebuttêdif6¡pr.ârii:- ;::;

Tlre district court in Encon u. Crosby-Mississippí Resources, Ltd.; 776 F. Supp. 969,
975 (S:D. Miss. 1991), discussed above, held that the conclusive presumption created by the
24-month provision is rebuttable upon a showing of fraud or bad faith breach of contract.
Likewise, the Fifth Circuit in reviewing the trial court's decision tn Caddo Oil Co, Inc. u.

O'Brí,en,908 F.zd 13, 15-16 (5* Cir. 1990), observed that the trial court bifurcated the trial
so that'during the second phase of the trial the non-operator could 'lebut the presumption
of correctness of lthe operator'sl billings by proving fraud in the execution or breach of con-
tract." Id,

8. The "Conclusive Presumption" May Be Overcome If The Non-
Operator's Claims Are'ÍFraudulentþ Concealed."

In Cøss u. Stephens, a non-operator was able to overcome ¡þs imFosition of the con-
clusive presumption by showing that the operator'taudulently concealed" the cause of ac-
tion that the non-operator had against the operator. 156 S.\ry.3d 38, 64-65 (Tex. App.-El
Paso 2004, pet. denied). The operator had kept a very detailed accounting ofexpenditures
for himself but sent out a very abbreviáted accõünting to the joint ihterest.otüners. Id. In ''{;

addition, the non-operator was able to show that the operator tried to conceal his relation-
ship with numerous affiIiate companies and that the operator had destroyed relevant doc-
uments.Id.

4. The Adiustments Provision May Only Defeat Contract Clairns.

Likewise, the 24month Adjustments provision has been refe¡red to by one court as a
contract defense that is not applicable to defeat an action in torb Ferguson u. Coronødo Oíl
Co.,884P.2d97L,978 (Wyo. 1994). In Ferguson, a non-operator "net profits" interest owner
brought a conversion action (tort) against an operator. The court found that the non-
operator's net profits interest was identical to a royalty under the instrument from which
the interest was created and was capable of being converted. ^td. Although the parties'
agreement also attached to it a COPAS accounting procedure which contained a 24-month
Adjustments provision and a right to audit the operator, the court held that the 24-month
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Adjustments provision did not apply to the conversion ciaim. Id,. \\e court reasoned that
the Adjustments provision only applied to contractual claims.

õ. The Time Period That Must Elapse in Order for the Conclusive Pre'
sumption to Be Created.

Tl¡e 24 month Adjustments period has been described as running from the end of the
calendar year in which the bill is rendered. Cølpetco u. Mørshall Exploration, Lnc.,989 F.2d

<¡ ¡elh a. r^^ô\ n-..- ------l- -- ^L:-^¿:^- -^l^ ^--,+:*^ i- f)nnT "'^"lrl kôI+Uð, I4IO n.Iì' (A Ulr. Iyyr)/. .FOr ex¿l¡IlPle, &r¡l UlrJEUUrurr r¡.¡..rt¡¡i ã¡'¡)'ùus [r ¿vvf rvvqu vv

effective as to charges rendered on or after January 1, 2005. Calpetco,g8g F.2d at L4L6

n.19. (court discussing time period under applicable facts of case).

,6. In General, the Conclusive Presumption Does Not Apply to Reve-
nues.

As one court has noted, the COPAS accounting procedures focus on accounting for the
costs of a project and d.o not govern revenue practices. Armstrong Petroleum Corp. u. Tli-
Vøtl,ey OiI & Gas Co.,11"6 Cal. Rptr. 3d 4L2,4L7 (Cal Ct. App. 2004). In discussing the effect

of the 24 month provision, the court described the 24-month provision as ha¡ring the practical
effect of requiring that a non-operator challenge disputed charges sooner than otherwise re-
quired under the statute of limitations applicable to contractual disputes.Id. at 4L8.

It should be noted that, to clear up any potential confusion, the 2005 COPAS ac-

counting procedure has been revised to expressly state that the conclusive presumption ap-

plies '\rith respect only to expenditures."

7. The Conclusive Presumption May Not Apply to Disputes Between
Non-Operators.

InXCO Prod.uction Co. u. Jøtnison,194 S.W.3ð,622 (Tex. App.-Houston [14'h Dist.]
2006, pet. denied), the court was faced with a dispute between two parties over a tax part-
nership which owned an interest in oil and gas properties located in Louisiana. Jsmison
brought a breach of contract claim against his partner, XCO Production, Inc. concerning the.. .-

distribution of revenues from the tax partnership under the terrns of this agreement. Al-
though the partnership agreement incorporated the operating agreement which governed

the operations of the oil and gas properties and had an accounting procedure attached to it,
the court held that the Adjustments provision (identical to the 1984 COPAS accounting
procedure) was not applicable to the dispute between the two working interest owners. The
court reasoned that the Adjustments provision was applicable to statements rendered by
the operator to the non-operator pursuant to the operating agreement and that Jsmison's
dispute was with XCO Production, a working interest owner, not with the operator.

8. The 24-month Adiustments Provision Applies To Operators As Well
As Non-Operators.

In 1989, the Wyoming Supreme Court in Wood.s Petroleum Corp. u. Hu,rnmet, 78!
P.zd,242 (tWyo. 1989) was faced with interpreting a COPAS accounting procedure which
provided:



"Pa¡rment of any such bill shall not prejudice the right of any Non-Operator
to protest or question the comectness thereof; provided however, all bills and
statements rendered to Non-Operators by Operator during any calendar year
shall conclusively be presumed to be true and correct after twenty-four (24)
months following the end of any such cal.endar year, unless within the said
twenty-four (24) month period a Non-Operator takes written exception there-
to and makes clairn on Operator for adjustment. No adjustment favorable to
Operator shall be made unless it is made within the saqe prescribed period."

Wood.s Petroleum Corporøtion u. Humrnel,784P.2d,242,243 (Wyo. 1989). Ttre operator and
non-operator entered into a model fom operating agreement (AAPL Form 610-1956) in
l-977 which incorporated a COPAS accounting procedure. trbom 1978 to 1984, the operator

. billed the non-operator for the non-operator's expenses totaling 8275,501. In December
Lgg7, the operate¡ slnirnsfl that it had billed the non-operator for one-fourth insteaid.of one-

,-third'of'the expenses and sent an invoice to the non-operator for an'additional $91,833
which was beyond the time period set forth in the COPAS accounting procedure. The "'is-
take was the result of a clerical error and not because of faih¡re of loss of title.

Ultimately, the operator broùght suit against the non-operator for the arnount of the
underbilling. The non-operator raised as a defense that the operator was contractuaþ
bamed from bringing suit under the above quoted provision in the COPAS accounting pro-
cedure. The ÏWyoming Supreme Court affirmed the lower court's decision to grant sumrrâry
judgment in favor of the non-operator in holding that the 24-month Adjustments provision
was clear and unambiguous in prohibiting any adjustment favorable to the operator unless
it was made within the prescribed 24-month period.

In reaching its decision, the court discussed. the operator's contention that the use of
the word "adjustment" in the accounting procedure was ambiguous. The court noted that
although the term "adjustment" r,vas not defrned in the accounting procedure, the plain
meaning of the term was "[a] settlement of a claim or debt in a case in which the amount
involved is uncertain or in which full payment is not made." As a result, the court held that
the term "adjustment" was not ambiguous ¿tnd that the operator could not recover the
amount of the underbilling by the operatoi èven if i¡ rliror. Coàsequenily, thè''Cöürt held
that the Adjustments provision applied to the operator.

9. Even If The Bills and Statements Are Not Received, The "Conclusive
Presumptiorr-" May Still Attach Based on Several Court Decisions.

The court in Grynberg u. Donte Petroleum Corp., 599 N.W.z d 26L (N.D. 1999), was
faced with a situation where the parties entered into a farmout agreement which attached
both an operating agreement and a COPAS accounting procedure. Based on the language of
the accounting procedure quoted by the court, it appears that the accounting procedure was
probably a 1974 COPAS vintage. The fa¡mor retained a,2.5Vo overriding royalty interest
until payout when it could then be converted to a 60Vo working interest. The farmout
agreement required the farmee to furnish the farmor with an itemized statement of costs
and earnings for the well. Ihe court noted that the farnor had a right to audit the opera-
tor's books and records within a twenty-four month period following the end of the calendar
year and all statements rendered by the farmee were conclusively presumed correct twenty-
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four months after the end of the calenda¡ year unless non-operator made a written excep-

tion and claim for adjustment within that time.

The famor failed to make a written exception to the Fan:m.ee's expenditures within
the twenty-four month period. The farmor also claimed that the fa:mee failed to provide

cost statements to the farmor. Despite the fannor's claim that it never received the "cost

statements," the North Dakota Sufreme Court concluded.'that the parties' agreement un-
ambiguously required the farmor to make a written exception to the fa:mee's cost state-
menis witirin t'weniy-iour montirs after ihe end. of the eaie¡rdar" year in wb.ich the state-
ments were rendered and that the farmor had failed to do so. As a result, the court held
that the fam.ee's expenditures were deemed true and correct. In reaching this conclusion,

the court in Grynberg, noted that the language of the contract did not-r.equire the fam.ee to
receive.the statements to trigger the twenty-four month period. ld. at 267 .

'' ,',..Jn,Willard Pease Oít & Clas-Co,;o::Pioneer Oíl & Gøs Co.,899 P.zd 766 (Utah 1995),

the fltah Supreme Court faced a situation where a working interest o\ilner who had pre-

viously famed out its rights did not become aware of its interests in a well until approx-
imately nine years after the well had been drilled. Upon learning of its interest, the work-
ing interest owner offered to pay its share of the cost of the well but demanded an audit of
the operator's records. The operator had already destroyed the billing statements asso-

ciated with the drilling of the well and the working interest owner had never received any
of the bi[ing statements. Despite not receiving the billing statements, the court held that
the original charges for the wells were conclusively presumed to be true and correct and
that the operator was only required to maintain supporting documentation for the costs of
drilling the well for a period of three years because that was the maximum period under the
COPAS accounting procedure that the operator's records could be audited.Id. at 774.

It should be noted that the decisions in both Grynberg and,Willørd Peøse, are in con-

flict with the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal's decision in Erxon Corp. u. Crosby-Mississippi
Res., Ltd.,40 F.Sd L474,1488 (5'h Cir. 1995), where the court held that the conclusive pre-
sumption did not apply unless the non-operator actually received the billing statements
from the operator. Id.lt should also be noted that the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure
Adjustménts provision now expressly applies to "payout statements." ' r" "

E. What Consúitutes a'dWritten Excepúion'' Und.er The 1984 COPAS Account.
ing Procedure?

1. A Pleading May Not Constitute a'rlVritten Exception"

Neither the prior COPAS accounting procedures nor the 2005 COPAS accounting
procedure defrnes '\¡rritten exception." In Cølpetco u. Marshøll Explorøtion,989 F.zd 1408
(5" Cir. 1993) the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal held that counterclaims raised by a non-
operator failed as a matter of law to constitute written exceptions because they did not
point to specifìc charges or specific invoices. As the court pointed out, the allegations in the
counterclaim failed to even specify which partnerships or wells were involved in the alleged
overcharges. .Id. at 1416.
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The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure now expressly requires that the non-operator
issue a 'lspecific detailed written exception" instead of a '\nrritten exception." However, the
accounting procedure still fails to define what constitutes a "speciñc detailed written excep-
tion." Nevertheless, one can surmise that this revision now requires more detail than just a
statement by the non-operator that it objects to a particular joint interest billing.

2. Lengthy Negotiations Between Operator and Non-Operator Lacked
Specificity to Constitute a lVritten Exception

TIre Fifth Circuit Court of Appeat in Cølpe,tco u. Marshall Exploration, 989 F.2d.
1408, (5" Cir. 1993) also dealt with the ,rorr-op""átor's clairns that its lãnghy negotiations
with the operator that occumed oveq a two year period with written documentation going
back and forth constituted '\rritten exceptions." In this.particular case, the- courü held that
while the lengthy communications certainly conveyed discontent ç'ith the operator's billing
rpredtices, the court held that-they lacked "sufficient specificity to-'constitäte''thé,requisit6 ;l:' 't
exceptions and clai'ns for adjustment.' Id. at 1416.

3. If It Wasn't Clear: An Oral Objection Is Not A r6\ffritúen Exception."

In re AntweíL, the non-operator orally objected to the operator's accounting proce-
dures but failed to take written exception. 115 B.R. 2gg, 504 (Bankr. D. N.M. 1990). Tfre
court held that the non-operator's oral objection was insufficient under tJ:e 24-month Ad-
justments provision of the accounting procedure..Id.

1, What Constitutes A'rspecific Detailed lVritten Exception" Under the
2005 COPAS Accounting Procedure?

The Afiustments provision contained in the 2005 accounting procedure was revised
as reflected below:

. "Pa¡m.ent of any such bills shall not prejudice the right of any Party to pro-

,.,,,.,,...t-91!.,o.¡ Ql+estion the cg,¡¡ectness-lhereof; however, all bills and statements,
including payout statemenìs; rendered during any calendar year,shall
-conclusively be presumed to be true and correct, with respect only to expendi-
tures, after twenty-four (24) months.following the end of any such calendar
year, unless within said period a Party takes specific detoiled written ex.
ception thereto making a claim for adjustment. The Operator shall provide a
response to all written exceptions, whether or not contained in an audit re-
port, within the time periods prescribed in Section I.5 (Expenditure Audits)."
(emphasis added)

The prior versions of the COPAS accounting procedure have not defined what consti-
tutes a '\n'ritten exception." Now that the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure requires a
"s¡recific detailed written exception" which is not defined, one must conclude that in order
for the exception to preserve the non-operatorts objection to the bills and statements, the
non-operator must be precise in lodging its written exceptions.
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As discussed above, the court in Calpetco u. MarshøIl Expl.orøtion, 989 F.zd 1408,
1416 (56 Cir. 1993) held that a parties' counterclaims did not constitute a'lnrritten exception"
because the counterclaim failed to even "specify which partnerships or wells were involved in
the alleged overcharges." fd. Likewise, the non-operator failed to identifu the specific charges
and invoices it objected to in the lawsuit. Id. at L416. Obviously, a written exception must in-
dicate the property involved, the charges and invoices, and the period at issue.

F. Participation I¡r the Audit Process Did Not Toll the Statute of Limitations
In Prior 

"'er-sions 
BuÉ È{ay Toll The SÉaÉute of T.i-:iÉations Uader The 2005

COPAS Accounting Procedure

The 1984 COPAS accounting procedure as well as previous versions did not contain
any express la¡guage tolling the applicable statute of limitations while the parties were in-
volved in the audit process and subsequent le4gthy ncgotiations. As a 

""r,rlt, 
the statute of

limitations was not tolled during the audif,proçesÊ a-bsent a separate agreement-åetween
the parties. For instance, in Meridian Oil Productíon, Inc. u. (Jniuersal Resources Corp.,978
F.zd L267 (10ù Cir. 1992), the non-operator audited the operatorls charges for seven wells
located in Oklahoma. The non-operator prepared audit reports in accordance with the CO-
PAS accounting procedure which detailed the non-operator's exceptions to the bills that
had been received and paid by the non-operator. Ihe non-operator and operator comrnuni-
cated over a number of years in an effort to resolve open audit excerptions.

Even though the non-operator and the operator had communicated over a number of
years in an effort to resolve open audit exceptions, the court of appeal held that the non-
operators claims had expired under Oklahoma's applicable five year statute of limitations.
Id. In doing so, the court noted that the operating agreement did not require that the audit
procedures 5s sompleted as a condition precedent to filing suit to enforce a claim and. that
the operating agreement did not provide that the statute of limitations was tolled once the
audit process was invoked and on-going.

The 2005 COPAS accounting procedure now specifically tolls the statute of limita-
tions if the parties abide by the strict requirements laid out in the accounting procedure. In
particular;' the 2005 OOPAS accounting prodedure: ¡rrovides :

'iA. timely filed written exception or audit report containing written excep-
tions (hereinafter 'þritten exceptions") shall, with respect to the claims
made therein, preclude the Operator from asserting a statute of limitations
defense against such claims, and the Operator hereby waives its right to as-
sert any statute of limitations defense against such claims for so long as any
Non-Operator continues to comply with the deadlines for resolving exceptions
provided in this Accounting Procedure."

"If ühe Non-Operators fail in
Section I.5.8 lOperator responding to audit report within 180 daysl or I.$.C
lÀ[on-Operator replying to Operator?s response within g0 days], the Onera-
tor's waiver of its right to assert a statute of limitations defense
asainst the claims brought by the Non-Operators shall lapse, and such
claims shall then be subject to the applicable statute of limitations; provided
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that such waiver shall not lapse in the event that the Operator has failed to
comply with the deadlines in Section I.5.8 or I.5.C.,, (Empïasis added).

Based on the language now in the 2005 COPAS Accounting Procedure, in the eventthe non-operator-su-bmits a timely "specifi.c detailed written exception,,, an¿ complies withthe rules set forth in the procedure for replying to the operator's response, the statute oflimitations may be tolled as to those tp".id. **itt"r, exceptions. one could envision a situa-tion where the parties disagree as to what exactly the written exception covers and whether
t'he operator or the non-operetor he"'e com.plied **ttt tlt* requiiements placed orr trlre partiesfor timely responding to their audit or exceptions lodged.

G' Ïhe Non'Operator is Responsible for the Cost of Audit Unless OtherwiseAgreed. _ j
-l:"¡;" .i - --;¡i: " ';i'

^-..;;:fl.9a!e 
thg,re wqq anydoub.$-.,absçn¡ a separate agreement, the non-operator is notentitled tó'iecovèr the cost of an audit under:the coPAs 

"r:.o*tirrg p*."ao"". Dime BoxPetr. Corp. u. Loui,sia,nø Land. & Expt. Co.,7L7 F.Supp. Tl7,72g(D. õoi. 19gg). In this case,the non-operator was not entitled to recover the cost-of a joint audit under the COpAS ac-counting procedure. In refusing to pemit the non-operator to recover the costs of the audit,the court noted that no evidenõe wäs submitted thai the operator agreed to share this cost.
'Id' Consequently, unless the parties agree to the sharin! of audii costs in the operatingagreement or the accounting procedure (or some other agreement) the cost is borne by thenon-operator.

H' The Accountiug Procedures May Be Modifred by The parties, Conduct.

The coPAS accounting procedure provides formal procedures for a-ending andchanging the accounting proceãure. However, tJ:e parties should be aware that the account-ing procedures might be modifred by their conduct]

In Hondo OiI & Gøs Co. u. Tetcas Crud,e Operøtor, Inc., g70 F.2d 14g8, 14BZ-B8 (5.hCir. 1992), Atlantic Richfield_Co-ppTy (::4R.çOi) _entered into several operati¡rg agree-
TTtFtry-:19,.0P*and L965 with Texas CrudeOperator, Inc. (.l[exas Crud.e,,) as-operatot..Ifl¡;,at 1435-36' The PASO-T-1995-2 Accountinj Procedure $'as attached to each of theseagreements' 'Id' at 1436. In 1978, Texas Crude decided to begin charging norr-op""uto-; ;:ing a coPAS accoqnting procedure, rather than the pAso-T-lg 6õ-2. Id. The conversionproduced a change in the non-operators' monthly <¡verhead. charges toi approximateþ
$t75 per well to over $530 p"" *"i1. Texas crude did not notify enõo that it was ehanging
lgcountins procedures. However, afber making a complaint as to the new rate in october1978, AR0O paid Texas Crude for six years in accord-ance with the joint interest biuings.Id' on the other hand, Amoco another non-operator, had noticed th; .h;g" in its monttrlycharggs and complained to Texas Crude. R"th". than fight with Amoco, Texas Crudeagreed to bill Anoco at the lower rate using the pASo e..oliJi"s p";;î;

Ïhe issue before the Flfth Circuit Court of Appeal was whether ARC9 and Texascrude had modified their operating agreement s. Id. * L487. The court concluded that be-cause ARco knew of the change and apparently consented to it, ARCo and Texas Crudehad modified the accounting procedure ìä ¡" 
""ä¿*"¿"" il" Ë""-t;;".;""*"nts. rd. at
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1437-38. ARCO argued that the operator could not charge different overhead rates to non-
operators (ARCO and Amoco) who have signed the same operating agreement in light of the
operating agreement's provisions stating that the parties will be charged their proportio-
nate share of costs and expenses. .Id. at 1438. The court of appeal disagreed. The court held
that although the non-operators signed the same operating agreements, they had no special
relationship between them that established any fiduciary duty.Id. at 1439. As a result, the
court held that the operator could charge using different accounting procedures for the non-
operators. Consequently, the operations between Texas Crude as operator and ARCO were

B(,VerI¡eU l',y UIIe.\-/Lr.E-laD ¿tç¡.:(,l¡¡ILtIrË PIUI,;Er¿LIIC Wllllrt ùlÀtr tyl'¡a¡'ürtrrs r.rttüwrtrtu rrtÀ.¡.È vruqç
and ARCO Ìr'ere governed by the PASO accounting procedure.

I. Miscellaneous-CaseslnvolvingCOPAsAccountingProcedures

1. Stephenson a. Oneoh Resources Co. ...
.: ' :, -.:

This case involved over 76 oil and gas rrells located in several counties in Oklahoma.
Steplænson u. Oneok Rpsources Co.,99 P.3d 717, n.L (Okla. Ct. App. 2004). The operations for
each well were governed by AAPL model form joint operating agreements with various ver-
sions of the COPAS accounting procedures (L962, 1.968, and t974). The relevant language in
all of the operating agreements and accounting procedures was virtually identical. /d.

For a number of years, the operator's predecessor voluntarily d.ecided to forego an-
nual upward adjustments to the producing overhead rates which was permitted by the ac-
counting procedure. Id. at 720. Approximateþ three years after the operator took over op-
erations, the operator discovered that the operator's predecessor had not escalated the
overhead rates in prior years. The operator then took the initial rate and adjusted it for-
ward by the applicable index factor for each year beginning from the effective date of the
joint operating agreement. Once it had calculated the overhead rate it believed it should
have been charging, the operator went back two years and biled the recalculated rate for
each well forward.. .[d. at iZO. The non-operators refused to pay the recalculated rate. The
non-operators claimed that the operator was not able to retroactiveþ escalate the overhead
charges. Instead, the non-operators claimsd that the operator was required to multiply the
rate"in effect'for the préceding year by the, annual adjustment factor. /d. The operator took
the position that the language of the operating agreement did not allow the previous opera-
tor to forego upward adjustments in prior years. Id. at 72L.

However, the court held. that the joint operating agreement did not require the oper-
ator to enforce its right to an upward adjustment in each year it was entitled to one in the
prior years.Id. at722.The court then determined that based on the facts of the case (where
yearly adjustments had not been made) that the COPAS accounting procedure was ambi-
guous as to whether the n'current" overhead rate under the procedure \ivas based on the cu-
mulative rate from the effective date of the agreement or on the rate actually being charged
prior to the attempted a{ustment to the overhead rate. Id. As a result, the court permitted
the arlrnission of industry custom and usage in affrrming the jury's finding that the curent
rate was the rate actually being charged immediately preceding the attempted adjustment
to the overhead rate. Id.
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2. Torch Operatíng Co. u. Louís Dreyfus Reserues Corp.

lnTorch Operøting Co. u. Louis Dreyfus Reserues Corp.,1994 WL LL7786(E.D. La.
AB{Sß1L994), this dispute involved the construction of various agreements entered into be-
tween the parties. Westdelta and Enron Gas Bank entered into an offshore operating
agreement where Westdelta operated offshore leases. ïhe offshore operating agreement
had a COPAS offshore accounting procedure attached. On the same da¡ Westdelta entered
into a operating services agreement with Torch whereby Torch agreed to fuifill Westdeltars
responsibüities set forüh in ihe offshore operating agreement. A rüspute arose between the
parties over whether Torch could charge \{estdelta's successor for its shore base facility.
The issue between the parties revolved around whether the services agreement or the oper-
ating agreement was contro[ing. The court found that the senrices agreement was control-
ling and thus the COPAS accounting procedure was not applicable to the charge at issue.
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CONCLUSION

lÏre COPAS accounting procedure has been arguably one of the most important ex-
hibits attached to the joint operating agreement. For over 40 years, the various COPAS ac-
counting procedures have sought to bring consistency and uniformity to accounting for joint
operations. The accounting procedure has withstood the many changes in the industry
brought on by changes in the business and technology. With publications in the form of
Model Form Interpretations and Accounting Guidelines, COPAS has provided and. contin-
ues to provide the industry with resources for operatofs and non-operators to resolve their
differences. COPAS has been quite successful in this endeavor as evidenced by the relative-
ly few reported cases over the years involving COPAS. Now, with the 2005 COPAS account-
ing procedure, COPAS appears to have cleared up'some of the "gray a.reas" that may have
existed under the prior versions and now provides s pssþanism for the speedy resolution of
claims. \ilhile one might always expect there to be a struggle between the operator and. the
non-operator in the future, one may hope that the 2005 COPAS accounting procedure will
assist the parties in focusing on resol'¡ing their issues in an efTicient manner. 'E:"
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